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Books, not feathers: 
the library of John Dawson 

Margaret Willes 

A well-kept secret 
O ne of the best-kept Hackney secrets is the book collection of John Dawson which, after many adventures, 
reposes in the strong room of Hackney Archives. I came across it while consulting the invaluable Directory 
ef Rare Books and Special Collections in the UK by Barry Bloomfield. 1 I was looking for something completely 
different but, because I am a Hackney inhabitant, was intrigued and wanted to delve further. A visit to the 
Archives showed that my quarry was indeed fascinating, and that here we have much of the library of an 
18th century gentleman of modest means, yet with a lively interest in books. 

A great deal of invaluable research was undertaken by Tony Brown in John Dmvson: His Life and Library. 2 

Dawson left an abstract of his diary, 'Book of my Life', including his baptism and burial certificates: the 
original is now in the K.irklees Library in Yorkshire, while Hackney has a slighter version, which may have 
served as a preliminary draft. 

The Dawson family 
John Dawson was born in Leeds on 21 September 1692. His father,James, was a cloth presser, his mother 
was the daughter of a free school teacher. Thus both his parents were literate, and his father may well have 
had knowledge of Latin. A book given to John by his father was the 1670 edition of The Whole Duty ef 
Man. First published anonymously in 1658, this was almost certainly written by Richard Allestree, Regius 
Professor of Divinity at O xford, and became one of the most influential devotional books of the period. 
It has been estimated that ten per cent of late 17th century households owned a copy, and it continued 
to sell in quantity throughout the 18th century and into the 19th, an astonishing record. Allestree later 
published books under his own name, notably his sermons, but probably adopted the cloak of anonymity 

3 
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Title page of Dawson's copy of Machiavelli's Works: 
1720 

for The Whole Duty because of the dangers, during 
the Commonwealth period, of being an Arminian 
Anglican, denying Calvin's doctrine of absolute 
predestination . His anonymity was maintained even 
after the Restoration because some of his relations 
were connected with trade: the establishment could 
have coped with his cousin James, a distinguished 
bookseller in St Paul's Churchyard, but not his 
uncle, a publisher of almanacks.3 The presence 
of Alles tree in Dawson's collection shows that 
the family was firmly of the Anglican persuasion. 
James Dawson probably acquired it second-hand, 
as it is inscribed 'Michaeli Gilberts Book,Jan 1672', 
with his inscription underneath, January 1673, and 

John's,June 1710. 

4 

In 1695 James Dawson entered the civil service 
as an exciseman, and became 'supernumerary' 
in Cork District. As Brown points out, southern 
Ireland at this period was like the American wild 

west: wildly beautiful scenery, physical remoteness, 
revolting natives. Only five years earlier William III 
had defeated his father-in-law, James, at the crucial 

Battle of the Boyne, and attempted to impose 
peace on Ireland. While Parliament in London 
confirmed the treaty whereby Irish Catholics were 
given religious liberty and the right to carry arms 
and exercise their professions, the Irish Parliament, 
consisting entirely of Protestants, refused in 169 5 
to ratify it, enacting instead severe anti-Catholic 
legislation. At this uncomfortable juncture, James 
Dawson arrived in Cork with his young family. 

The book collector 
John Dawson began his schooling in Kinsale, then 
the English naval base in Ireland, but his education 
ended abruptly with an outbreak of dysentery. A t 
his father's death in 1709, the family returned to 

the Dawson household in Yorkshire. Apart from 
the Alles tree, there is only one other book that 

James definitely passed to his son, John H olwell's 
Sure Guide to the Practical Surveyor. 

John now began to collect books for himself. 
These include Unparalleled Varieties, the kind of 
book a young man might buy for light diversion, 
and two books on navigation that suggest he 
intended to become a naval officer. It is clear from 
his diary that his grandmother, Sarah Dawson, was 
a tricky woman, who quarrelled with the res t of 
her family. In 1711 he too fell out with her, and 
left for London to enrol in a man of war, part of 
the fleet fighting France under the command of 
the Duke of Marlborough. Bored by life at sea, 
he joined the excise office, following his father's 
career. By this time he owned around 12 books, the 
range of which would seem to be representative of 
his final collection. 

Dawson's erratic career continued: to escape from 
an unhappy marriage, he joined the army, and then 
returned to the navy. In 1719 he was press-ganged, 

·Z,'l'" 
~'-

p 
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John Dawson's library 

his social life he joined 
a gentleman's club at Mr 
Taylor's in Pitfield Street, 
where regular 'beanfeasts' 
were held. Sometimes these 
clubs were literary in nature, 
with the members using 
their annual subscriptions 
to buy books to be shared 
around. The Huntingdon 
Book Club Society, for 
instance, was established 

Detail from Peter Chassereatt 's sttrvey of S horeditch, 17 4 5 

and probably sustained the injury to his leg that 

·J in 17 42. Members included 

clergymen, attorneys, a 
surgeon and an apothecary, 
and monthly dinners were 
held .4 A tantalising fragment 
of an invitation to a feast at 
Pitfield Street has survived, 
but it is not possible to 
tell whether it also took a 

literary form. 
plagued him for the rest of his life, so reverted to 
the more sedentary role of an excise officer. The 
impression given by his writings is of a difficult 
man, religious tending towards the puritanical, 
though strictly Anglican rather than dissenting. 
Like many with such a temperament, he retreated 
into the world of books. 

John D awson in Hoxton 
However, life began to pick up in the 1 720s, when 
he moved to Hoxton, just north of the City of 
London, close by the great Roman road up towards 
Hertfordshire, now the Kingsland Road. A market 
had been established here in 1687, and gradually the 
area was developed as a respectable suburb, with 
larger houses around Hoxton and Charles Squares, 
and smaller around the Market Place itself. These 
can be seen in Rocque's map of London and in 
Peter Chassereau's survey of Shoreditch (above), 
both published in 1745. 

With an annual salary of £50 from his work in the 
excise office, Dawson could begin to enjoy himself. 
As there were no coffee-houses in this area, for 
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In 1729 Dawson married for a second time, Philicia 
Adams, a well-to-do widow who ran a stay-making 
business. Together tl1ey moved into Haxton 
Market Place, renting first one house and then a 
second. While Philicia Dawson continued her stay
making, John moved into true book-collecting 
mode; his diary from now on is written from 'the 
Stays, Hoxton Market Place'. 

The London book trade 
He was well-placed for acquiring books. London 
completely dominated the book trade in Britain, 
with publishers doubling up as booksellers, 
providing a wide range of products, from stationery 
to maps and prints, books of divinity to ballads 
and chapbooks. In the 16th and 17th centuries 
the trade had been centred around St Paul's 
Churchyard, but with the building of fashionable 
suburbs westwards, booksellers set up along 
the Strand and in Covent Garden. Judging from 
the imprints in Dawson's books, he bought the 
majority from booksellers around St Paul's. But he 
also patronised the booksellers on London Bridge, 
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some of whom were known as 'ballad partners'. 
This is rather a misleading term as the ballad part 
of their business had largely declined, but may have 
survived because they kept their stock in a building 
traditionally known as the Ballad Warehouse. 

London Bridge, the only bridge over the Thames, 
formed a bottleneck, with all the road traffic 
southwards passing along its narrow thoroughfare. 
Thus it may have been a noisy, dramatic place to 
visit, with the houses climbing dizzyingly upwards, 
but it was an ideal starting-point for the chapmen, 
hawkers and pedlars who would load up with their 
books and ballad sheets and set off to all parts of 
the country. Half a century earlier, Samuel Pepys 
had bought his chapbooks here - he categorised 
them as 'vulgaria', 'penny merriments' and 'penny 
godlinesses': in other words, the whole range 
of reading material, including almanacks, what 

I 

we might call 'penny dreadfuls' and a few pious 
booklets. 

Dawson, with his careers as a seaman and an excise 
officer, would almost certainly be familiar with 
Pepys's work as the administrative architect of the 
modern British navy. He probably did not know 
that he was a great book collector, and certainly was 
unaware of his diary, written in shorthand and shut 
away in a drawer in the Pepys Library in Magdalene 
College, Cambridge, awaiting transcription in the 
early 19th century. Pepys's booksellers on London 
Bridge included Josiah Blare at the Looking Glass 
over above St Magnus Church, and Dawson bought 
books from the same shop in the ownership of 
Edward Midwinter (1705-25), Sir James Hodges 
(1730-58) and T. Harris (c. 1741). 
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St Paul's Churchyard and London Bridge 
were both within walking distance of 
Haxton. For a source of books closer 
to home, Dawson probably also bought 
from the stalls that were set up in 
Moorfields. This had for centuries been 
open ground: a map drawn in the mid-
16'11 century shows archers practising at 
the butts and washerwomen stretching 
their laundry to dry on tenterhooks. By 
the early 18117 century the open space was 
being encroached upon, but nevertheless 
there was plenty of room for the 
bookstalls that offered second-hand 
titles. An engraving from this period, 'The 
Compleat Auctioneer' (right), shows one 
such stall, although the illustration is an 
advertisement for an auction, a common 
practice in the book world at the time. It 
announces 

A choice collection of books from the library 
of the late famous Unborn Doctor are to be 
put to sale this day; and to continue until all 
be sold at Mr I---gs Auction in the north-west 
corner of middle Moorfields. Catalogues may 
be had at most of the eminent booksellers in 
the four c1uarters of Moorfields gratis. The 
books may be seen before or at the time of 
sale. 

Among the titles are books by John Ogilby, and 
Dawson certainly owned his volumes on America 
and China. Autograph signatures in Dawson's 
collection indicate that he bought quite a lot of his 
books second hand. 

Journals and maps 
Dawson began a catalogue c. 1730, around the time 
of his second marriage. In a notebook he arranged 
his entries according to size of the book, date of 
publication, price and date of purchase. He owned 
one bookcase, but as his collection expanded, so he 
bought more and adopted the marking system used 
by Oxbridge colleges at the time, and by Samuel 
Pepys: this involved numbering each bookcase and 
devoting it to a subject, with shelves numbered 
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John Dawson's library 

An early 18th century book stall at Moorfields 

and pressmarks given for individual titles. John 
Dawson had too small a collection for bookcases to 
be devoted to single subjects, but used the rest of 
the system, categorising his books as Geography; 
Law; History of Parliament; History; Voyages and 
Travel; Biography; Poetry; Divinity and Philosophy; 
Mathematics; 'Satyrs, novels, fables and Spys' 
('spy' was the title of various early 1 Sth-century 
periodicals, such as Ned Ward's London Spy). For 
his plays and maps he used a subsidiary method. 
In each book he pasted a handwritten bookplate 
with the name, date of accession book number 

' ' 
case number, shelf number and position. Nearly 
five hundred of these survive. 

Books at this period were customarily sold 
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unbound in sheets. Dawson had his bound up in 
brown leather with gold tooling and marbled paper. 
The plays were bought singly and bound up in 35 
volumes, with an index that doubled as a contents 
list. Maps were treated with much less respect. 
Dawson was in fact a book-breaker, cutting maps 
from other books and then storing them by pasting 
them on the backs of other maps in two large 
atlases, with a geographical index organised by 
continent. Although rough with his maps, Dawson 
was clearly very interested in travel and geography. 
In his copy (see page 6) of C. De Bruin's V01age to 
the Levant, published in 1702, he carefully wrote in 
the years being talked about. 

John Dawson's interests were varied, and it is 
perhaps unsurprising to find in his collection the 
huge Cyclopaedia, or an Universal Dictionary of Arts 
and Sciences compiled by Ephraim Chambers. 
He owned the fifth edition, published in two 
volumes between 1741 and 1743 by no less than 
1 7 publishers, including Charles Rivington and 
Thomas Longman, both adept at getting together 
a consortium to develop a major project. They 
were known as congers, as like the eel, they could 
swallow up all around them. Chambers had 
laboured over his compilation, the prototype of 
modern encyclopaedias, while living in the Tower 
at Canonbury in Islington. 
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Among the journals taken by Dawson is the 
Craftsman, a periodical published in opposition 
to Robert Walpole. He also bought Addison and 
Steele's Spectator, the London Magazine, the Historical 
Register and the Gentleman s Magazine. The last was 
published by Edward Cave from the gatehouse 
of the former priory of St John of Jerusalem in 
Clerkenwell, just along the road from Haxton. Did 
John Dawson stroll westwards to collect his latest 
issue hot off the presses? Cave is an extraordinary 
figure. He infuriated his competitors by making 
use of his earlier connection with the General Post 
Office in Lombard Street to secure favourable terms 
for distribution of his journal throughout Britain 
and to the American colonies. He introduced the 
idea of reviewing books, probably on the advice 
of Samuel Johnson who worked for him for 
many years. When he couldn't produce reviews, 
he listed the latest publications, which must have 
been a boon to John Dawson. 17 volumes of the 
Gentlemans Magazine, dating from 1732, are part of 
his collection. 

London and beyond 
Dawson's collection shows his interest in London. 
Among his books was a 1720 edition of Stow's 
Survey of London. In 1710 he recorded acquiring, 
for the price of three shillings, The Present State of 
London, or Memorials comprehending a Full and Succinct 
Account of the Ancient and Modern State thereof by 
Thomas De-Laune, Gent. This had been published 
by E noch Prosser and John How at the Rose and 
Crown and Seven Stars in Sweethings Alley, near 
the Royal Exchange in 1681, so the price is quite 
high for a second-hand volume, especially as it is in 
the smallest format, duodecimo. In it are engravings 
of various buildings in London, including the Royal 
Exchange and Westminster Abbey. He also owned 
two large maps of London, dating from 1732 and 
1738, plus, closer to home, Chassereau 's Survey of 
the Parish of St Leonard, Shoreditch, 1745, and Joel 
Gascoyne's Survey of the Hamlet of Bethnal Green, 
1703. 

But John Dawson's curiosity extended further than 
this. Ogilvy's America (1671) and China (1669), 

Detail from the frontispiece of Daivson s copy of Charles 
Carters 'London and Country Cook' 

and his annotated edition of De Bruin's V01age 
to the Levant (1702) have already been mentioned. 
He also acquired books on South America, the 
West Indies, India, Siam, the Ottoman Empire 
and Eastern Europe,5 and the accounts of famous 
travellers, such as Richard Walter's description of 
Admiral Anson's epic journey, V 01age round the JJJorld, 
1740-44 (1748). History was equally important, 
stretching from Thucidides' History of the Grecian 
Wars, translated by the philosopher Thomas 
Hobbes (1676) to De Rapin's History of England 
(17 44) - vitally important for anybody keeping up 
with Britain's role in European politics. 

John Dawson's library 

Plays, poetry and the practical 
It was fashionable at this period to decry works of 
fiction: Oliver Goldsmith described romances as 
'no better than instruments of debauchery'6, though 
ironically his most successful book was the novel, 
The Vicar of Wakefield. This attitude did not affect 
John Dawson, so that although fiction represented 
a small proportion of his collection as a whole, 
he bought considerably more than most book
owners of the period. He acquired translations 
of the adventures of Don Qttixote by Miguel de 
Cervantes and of Gil Blas by Alain-Rene Lesage; 
John Dryden's Fables and Daniel Defoe's Robinson 
Crusoe; novels by Samuel Richardson, Henry 
Fielding, Tobias Smollett and Samuel Croxall; and 
Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield. As has already been 
noted, he had 30 volumes containing 134 plays by 
well-known dramatists, with William Shakespeare 
receiving the credit for Sir John Oldcastle and The 
London Prodigal. There are several books of poetry 
in early editions. The one genre that is missing 
is music: clearly even George Frederick Handel's 
creative activities in London did not attract him. 

Practical books also feature in the collection. In 
addition to Chambers' Enryc!opaedia, he owned 
Bayle's General Dictionary, Historical and Cn"tical. This 
came in eight folio volumes, the first dating from 
1734, which Dawson had bound into four. In 1749 
he bought a very large number of books for a total 
sum of £31 4s 6d, representing more than two
thirds of his salary. Among the titles were books 
on parish law and sea signals, and Pierre Pomet's 
Comp/eat History of Drugs. Two years later he reached 
the apogee of his book buying, with an outlay of 
£53, and a huge range of titles, including Joseph 
Harris's Descnption and use of the globes and the Orrery 
and Charles Carter's London and Country Cook, 1748. 
Carter had published in 1730 The Comp/eat Practical 
Cook, with flamboyant illustrations showing how a 
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The neiv parish church: an early 19th century vien; 

smart dinner party could be laid out in the dining 
style of the time, a la franraise, with all the dishes 
for one course on the table at the same time, as 
with Chinese meals today. The second volume, The 
London and Country Cook, was aimed at a slightly 
lower market, the burgeoning middle classes, and 
would have provided John and Philicia Dawson 
with plenty of ideas for entertaining. 

Taken as a whole, Dawson's collection represents 
a kind of Open University course. Apart from 
his novels and plays, it is all rather serious stuff. 
However, there are light touches, such as the 
volumes of The lives of the most remarkable criminals 
and Charles Johnson's General history of the pyrates 
in two volumes. The most unusual acquisition of 
all comes in his books of prints and maps. This is 
a chart of 
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The Road of Love, and Harbour of Marriage. Laid down 
from the latest and best authorities and regulated by my 
own observations; the whole adjusted to latitude 51.30N 
by T. P. Hydrographer to His Majesty Hymen and Prince 
Cupid. NB The long. Is recorded from ye Meridian of 
Teens. 

The coloured print was published in London in 
1747 by M. Cooper, and as Tony Brown observes, 
is easily the most charming item in the collection. 

Dawson's bequest 
When John Dawson died in January 1765, he 
had collected nearly 900 books. In his will, dated 
14 October 1763, he stipulated a modest funeral 
- 'I will have no feathers over me' - and a service 
costing no more than £20 and no less than £18. 
He does not even appear in the register of burial 
inscriptions at St Leonard's Church, Shoreditch. 
The medieval church had been rebuilt, 1736-40, 
in restrained baroque style by George Dance the 
elder. Now Dawson decided that it should receive 
his library. He was probably persuaded to do this 
by the fact that the incumbent vicar at the time of 
his death was the Revd John Denne, Archdeacon 
of Rochester and a noted antiquary. According to 
Dawson's will, the books were to be bequeathed to 
Denne and his successors, on condition that they 
were not moved out of the parish or lent to any 
person whatsoever. If the vicar refused, Dawson's 
executor should advertise every week for three 
months in the Daily Advertiser. If still not claimed, 
then the library was to be offered to any rector 
or vicar within the bills of mortality of London7 

on the same conditions. If again there was still no 
claimant, then the books, along with their cases, 
would be offered to the governors of Aske's 
Hospital in Hoxton for the use of the chaplains. 

In the event, John Denne did accept the bequest. 
Dawson's library, including his bookcases, his 
microscope, long scale and hanging compass, 
was placed in a small vestry to the north of the 
sanctuary of St Leonard's Church. A catalogue of 
the books was duly produced in 1765. by William 
Burgess, the vestry clerk. He recorded 870 books, 

at a total value of £300, making the average value 
of each volume 7 shillings. 8 

A parochial library? 
Does John Dawson's book collection qualify as a 
parochial library? Barry Bloomfield had no doubt 
it did when he compiled his bibliography, as did 
Ker when he drew up his list of parochial libraries 
in 1959.9 However, in the ambitious History of 
Libraries in Britain and Ireland recently published, 
Dawson and Shoreditch are nowhere to be found 
in WM. Jacob's survey of libraries for the parish. 10 

Experts on parish libraries - and there is indeed 
such a species - now draw a distinction between 
libraries that were founded by bequests directly 
to a church for the use of parishioners, either 
on a lending or a reference basis; and those that 
were founded on bequest of books for the use of 
incumbents and successors. 

At Reigate in Surrey, for instance, a library was 
founded in 1701 for the use of 'freeholders, vicar 
and inhabitants', and the registers survive for the 
18th century. From 1711 to 1788 they record 427 
books borrowed by 136 individuals, two-thirds of 
whom were women - an interesting statistic which 
runs contrary to most other libraries of the period, 
when women users were very much in the minority. 
Borrowers included local clergy, the keeper of 
the Swan Inn, two apothecaries and a tailor, and 
the most popular works were religious in theme: 
Wall's Infant Baptism, Drelincourt's Against the Fears 
of Death, and the sermons of Bishop Tillotson. 
In order to prevent losses, borrowers were asked 
to leave a deposit equivalent to the value of the 
book. 11 

The great founder of parochial libraries was 
Thomas Bray (1656-1730), rector of Shelton near 
Birmingham and vicar of St Botolph's without 
Aldgate in London. The Bishop of London, Henry 
Compton, appointed him commissary in Maryland 
in North America, and he was a founder both 
of the Society for the Propagation of Christian 
Knowledge, and of the Society for the Propagation 
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John Dawson's library 

of the Gospel throughout British Plantations. In 
sum, a man of status and energy. His concern was 
that many clergy could not afford basic books 
to maintain their learning and to help them in 
preaching and catechising children, and that many 
parishioners, especially children, might thus fall into 
the errors of dissent or Roman Catholicism. His 
vision was a library in every deanery, with lockable 
bookcases, so that books could be borrowed and 
returned on, say, market day. The key could be 
looked after by the rural dean, the schoolmaster 
or another appointed incumbent. He moved from 
rural to urban, with his Bibliotecha parochalis written 
in 1697, with a list of books including philosophy, 
mathematics, antiquities and civil law, which he 
considered essential for clergy and for the edification 
of their parishioners. In 1680, 69 parochial libraries 
were recorded in England and Wales, with two 
'town' libraries in Scotland and none in Ireland. 
In 1760, the statistics were 267 in England, 37 
in Wales, 18 on the Isle of Man, one in Ireland, 
and 77 in Scottish parishes and presbyteries. Not 
entirely due to Bray's efforts, but he was very much 
a mover and shaker in the process. By the middle 
of the 18th century permanent parochial libraries 
founded by individuals had fallen out of fashion, 
as most people who wanted to read beyond their 
own shelves, and had the money to do so, used 
subscription and circulating libraries. 

Dawson's bequest therefore comes rather late in the 
day. Although he specifically mentioned Thomas 
Bray in his will, he did not intend his library to be 
for the use of parishioners, but for the benefit of 
the vicar. However, as the books were placed in 
a public place in St Leonard's Church, it is highly 
probable that the vicar decided they would be of 
more use for the parishioners to have access: an 
interesting breach. A later vicar was to lament that 
parishioners did not use it, and there are no records 
of any loans, although one of the books carries 
an inscription from the 19th century that suggests 
that such a system took place. In other words, it 
may not have been a parochial library in intent, but 
it was certainly one de facto. 
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The library's fate 
That the books survived is quite a feat. 

Like many libraries that are the bequest 

of a single person and without the means 

to add volumes, the collection gradually 

atrophied over the years, and must by 

the beginning of the 19th century have 

seemed very out of date. Unusually, 

there were plays, novels and books of 

maps, so this process may have not been 

so extreme as in the Bray libraries, which 

were made up of a large proportion of 

books of theology and religion. From 

a practical point of view, having them 

in open bookcases in the church vestry 

made them vulnerable to theft, or to 

put it more politely, unreturned loans. 

By 1892, when the books were transferred to 

Shoreditch public library, 227 were missing. T he 
wonder is that more had not gone astray. In the 

event, John Dawson's library was the only one of 

its kind in London to survive. 

The Public Libraries Act was passed in 1850. T his 

permitted local authorities to establish libraries 

with public access; but the emphasis rests on 

the term 'permitted'. Municipal boroughs with 

a population of over 10,000 were able, but not 

obliged, to become library authorities, but could 

only do so if two-thirds of ratepayers agreed to 
this in a special poll, charged no m ore than one 

halfpenny on the pound for the purpose, and 
spent the money only on facilities, and not on 

books. London in particular was slow to produce 

public libraries - it had a myriad of bookshop s, 

there was the reading room in the British Museum, 

and several privately founded libraries, such as Dr 
William s' Library in Gordon Square. Locally, for 

instance, there was a small subscription library in 

Charles Street in Hoxton, and, further away, the 

Gravel-Pit Library es tablished by Joseph Priestley. 
Shoreditch was the 24th London authority to make 

a m ove under the Public Libraries Act, holding a 

referendum of rate-payers in 1891. The majority 

voted for a library, and two branches were opened. 

The first, in Haggerston, took over the buildings of 

Part of the Da1vson collection in 2007 

the Independent Gas Company in Kingsland Road. 

The great library philanthropist, John Passmore 

Edwards, provided books to the value of £1,000 

and arranged to purchase others. A librarian was 

appointed, W C. Plant, and Dawson's collection 

was brought from St Leonard's into the library. 

The second branch, in Hoxton, was opened by 

Passmore Edwards in 1896. It was the firstinLondon 

to be furnished with iron bookcases, adjustable 

oak shelves and special light fittings. There were 

rooms reserved for ladies, boys, newspapers and 

magazines. Into this commodious establishment 

was transferred the D awson collection, with a 

paper given on 8 February 1899 by Mr Plant to 

celebrate its arrival. But, like the cat with nine lives, 
the collec tion had more problem s to contend with. 

During the second world war, landmines dropped 

in the spring of 1941 severely dam aged the Hoxton 

branch, and wiped out the houses in the Market 
Place, including ' the Stays '. Dawson's books were 

kept in the basem ent of H aggerston Library, and 
survived despite the fact that this building too 

had been bombed. With the coming of peace, the 

books em erged, packed into fi sh crates. They were 

in the m ost terrible state, with boards detached 

from the body of the books, many badly foxed, and 

all covered in dust, to say nothing of the fish. By 
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a miracle only eight books disappeared during the 

war, although these included Dawson's manuscript 

catalogue, a tragic loss, and the local surveys by 
Chassereau and Gascoyne. 

Those that survived were rn dire need of 

conservation. In the 1950s it was decided to 

rebind the books in bright red leather with shiny 

gold lettering, both of which now seem very 

inappropriate. However, as Tony Brown explains, 

money was very short at the time, and 'purists, 

interested only in preserving the beauty of old 

books, will probably condemn this decision 

as vandalism, but to do so is to ignore the facts 

of the case'. Only four volumes escaped this 

draconian treatment, and at the time of writing 

their whereabouts are being sought. In 1979 the 

collection reached its present home, Hackney 
Archives Department. 

The library's future? 
The books are now physically safe in the strongroom 

at the Archives. But is this really the best place 

for them? The number of requests to look at 

them over the last decade can be counted on one 

hand. In my opinion, the books should be out on 

shelves so that they can be seen, and even studied 

by the public. But for the unforgiving red leather 

and lettering, they could be in a historic setting, 

such as the Geffrye Museum or Sutton House. 

Might I suggest that the Geffrye, which after all 

was only a stone's throw from Dawson's house in 

the Market Place in Hoxton, could consider setting 

aside a room for them and enable visitors to enjoy 

some of the very interesting books collected by 

a very interesting man? John Dawson's bequest 
to Shoreditch could then truly come into its own 

agarn. 
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The brothers Bevan 
and Barber's Barn 

Isobel Watson 

Introduction 
The multinational pharmaceutical concern GlaxoSmithKline takes pride in tracing its corporate ancestry 
to the City of London in the early 18th century. The first item on the 'history' page of the company's 
website reads as follows: 

1715 

Plough Court pharmacy, the forerunner of Allen and Hanburys Ltd, is established in London by Si lvanus Bevan. 1 

Allen and Hanburys, which (as its early 20th century letterhead, opposite, shows) took a similar 
pride in its origins, has well-known local connections through the Stoke Newington Quaker William 
Allen (1770-1843).2 Allen's predecessors in the Plough Court business, the Bevan family, are less well 
known, and this article, after outlining their lives and achievements, will explore the family's Hackney 
connections. 

The Plough Court pharmacy 
During the second half of 1715, before and after his 24th birthday, Silvanus Bevan (1691 -1765), a 
young man from Swansea, did three life-changing things. On completing his apprenticeship, he was 
admitted to the Society of Apothecaries of London. He straight away set up his own business in the 
City. Finally, he got married. 
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We can only guess at what material ambitions 
and intellectual interests brought him from Wales 
to London. His mother Jane Phillips, and father, 
for our purposes the first Silvanus Bevan, were 
prosperous Quakers. The elder Silvanus was a 
Swansea merchant and burgess who developed a 
copper-smelting business and invested money in 
land.3 He and his wife had 11 children, and two 
of their sons who survived to adulthood chose to 
qualify as apothecaries. This was the only route into 
a medical career which was open to them, given that 
the College of Physicians did not admit anyone who 
was not a graduate of Oxford or Cambridge, which 
were closed to nonconformists of all persuasions. 
In London the business of pharmacy was for the 
time being restricted to members of the Society 
of Apothecaries, and Silvanus served a seven-year 
apprenticeship with Thomas Mayleigh, a leading 
apothecary whose premises have been attributed to 
Cheapside. As well as dispensing drugs, Mayleigh 
appears to have had business interests in the 
Americas and the West lndies.4 

Barber's Barn 

Quares' fashionable acquaintance who, though 
invited to participate, didn't care to be seen at a 
Quaker meeting, joined the party afterwards for 
dinner in Skinners' Hall. 5 

The marriage ended in the everyday tragedy of the 
age. Elizabeth died the following year at Kensington 
shortly after her son, Silvanus, who lived little 
longer than a day.6 

But the Plough Court pharmacy prospered. About 
ten years into its history the business expanded 
into the next door house,7 and Silvanus took 
his younger brother Timothy (1704-1786) as an 
apprentice. According to family tradition, Timothy 
had studied for some time at Leyden. Records show 
that after working 'in the country' he completed his 
apprenticeship in Plough Court and was admitted 
as an apothecary in 1731.8 The brothers became 
business partners. In due course, Timothy married 
Elizabeth Barclay, daughter of David Barclay of 
Cheapside, founder of the later banking family. 9 

On his admission, Silvanus had the confidence to The brothers nurtured ability in others, as their 
lease a house in Plough Court, on the south side of 
Lombard Street in the heart of the City, where he 
opened a business manufacturing drugs: indeed he 
may have knowingly taken over some of Mayleigh's 
practice. By the end of the year he had married 
Elizabeth, daughter of Daniel Quare of Exchange 
Alley. This must have been seen as a social 
advancement. Quare (1649-1724) was a successful 
dock-maker with a substantial Court clientele. As 
well as being the manufacturer and designer of 
elegant barometers and 

successors were to do. Their most noteworthy 
apprentice was William Cookworthy (1705-1780), 
talent-spotted from a poor Quaker family in 
Devon, whose principal claim to fame came much 
later in his life, when he made the first discovery 
of deposits of china clay in Cornwall. This led 
to his development of porcelain manufacturing 
at Plymouth, which he subseqently moved to 
Bristol; in its turn Bristol porcelain influenced the 
development of Staffordshire bone china.10 Having 

timepieces he is claimed 
as the inventor of the 
repeating watch. Like 
the Bevans, the Quares 
were Quakers, which 
had initially inhibited 
Daniel Quare's royal 
patronage. The marriage 
ceremony took place at 
the Gracechurch Street 
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trained as an apothecary with the Bevans, the 
young Cookworthy returned to Devon, where he 
ran a wholesale chemists' and druggists' business 
in Plymouth, in which the Bevans were initially co
owners.11 

A few bare facts are 
known about the 
day-to-day operation 
of the Plough Court 
pharmacy, beyond 
that its mainstay was 
the manufacture and 
supply of drugs. 
Cookworthy attests 
that the laboratory 
e9uipment there 
included a still for 
processing sea-
water, and the 

exclusive preserve of the College of Physicians, 
but was opened up securely to apothecaries after 
1704, when their standard-bearer William Rose 
finally won a hard-fought legal battle. 14 Silvanus 
was interested in inoculation, gathering statistics 
from, and reporting on, cases to other medical men 

promoting this daring 
practice. 15 He also 
published a pamphlet 
concerning a curiosity 
of osteology. 16 

Timothy could be 
regarded as a hard 
task master, watchful 
of written minutiae, 
unforgiving of clerical 
slips, 'cross and 
difficult to please'. 
C ircumst antia l 
evidence 
descendants 

led 
to 

attribute his unsociable 
reputation to a slight 
constitution and 
persistent ill-health, 

pharmacopeoia 
volume used in the 
practice, as well 
as a stock list it 
issued, survived into 
the collection of 
business successors. 12 

The histories of the 
business draw mostly from 

though his portrait 
shows a well-built and 

Izmotfy Bevan 
apparently robust person, 

and his youngest son attested to his mainly healthy 
old age. 17 There is no doubt that the Plough Court 
business enjoyed the traditional Quaker reputation 
for 9uality, integrity and fair dealing, which must, 
at least in part, have depended on what to third 
parties seemed tiresome attention to detail. 

generic sources about the development of the 
pharmaceutical industry, and for this the reader is 
referred to the published works mentioned at the 
foot of this article. 

Traditionally, Timothy Bevan is said to have 
specialised in drug-manufacturing, for which 
ingredients were imported on a substantial scale 
from the West Indies. Preparations made at 
Plough Court were supplied to hospitals as near 
at hand as Guy's hospital and as far afield as 
Pennsylvania. 13 Silvanus (who had become a Fellow 
of the Royal Society in 1725) was the doctor of the 
partnership. He had strong scientific interests and 
a bias towards research as well as engaging in the 
traditional apothecary's diagnosis and prescription 
of medicines. Prescribing had been claimed as the 

The Bevan pharmacy was singled out as 'one of 
the best shops' as a place of training by at least 
one 'first class medical man' debarred on religious 
grounds from the route of Anglican education. Dr 
John Fothergill, as he became, naturalist and creator 
of the remarkable botanical garden eventually 
incorporated into West Ham Park, wrote to his 
father in 1735, midway through his medical studies 
in E dinburgh, when frustrated in an attempt to 
spend the summer vacation there enhancing his 
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professional competence. 

I am now thinking of spending the three ensuing months 
at London, either in one o f the best shops there or in the 
hospitals ... I propose to go by sea ... and when I get to 
London either to attend on Sil. Bevan's shop or get to be 

an assistant at one of the hospitals. 18 

One episode, however, indicates that in business 
the brothers did not regard themselves as bound 
in honour to their brethren in the Society of 
Apothecaries. Some of the Society's members owned 
shares in a monopoly to supply the Navy, known as 
'the Navy Stock'. In 1742 the partnership attempted 
to undercut this by (unsuccessfully) offering to the 
Navy materials from their Jamaica warehouses at a 
substantial discount from the Apothecaries' fixed 
prices. The hand of Cookworthy may be detectable 
here, as some ten years afterwards, on his own 
account, he effected a small but apparently uni9ue 
breach in the Society's monopoly by starting (from 
the outbreak of war in 1756) a course of dealing 
with the Navy, supplying medicines for the hospital 
ship futpert at Plymouth.19 

A Hackney household 
By 1719, that is to say within two or three years 
of E lizabeth Quare's death, Silvanus Bevan re
married. His second wife was Martha Heathcote, 
the daughter of a physician. They were destined to 
have no direct descendants. 

The house at Plough Court remained the focus of 
the business until well after the Bevans' time. For 
the Bevans' predecessors it had been a place of 
residence; the poet Alexander Pope is traditionally 
believed to have been born there, in 1688.20 At the 
time of his first wife's death, however, Silvanus's 
home is recorded as Birchin Lane, which leads 
off Lombard Street, on the opposite side, to the 
west of Plough Court. By the time of his second 
marriage Silvanus was apparently resident at Plough 
Court, but thereafter formal references to his City 
residence, or Timothy's, merely give 'Lombard 
Street' or more generally the parish of St Edmund 
the King, either of which may refer to Plough 
Court (premises which of course later consisted of 
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more than the original single house) or anywhere 
in its near neighbourhood. He appears still to have 
had his principal residence in the City at the time 
of his wife Martha's death, in 1757.21 

The business histories of Plough Court trace a 
Hackney connection to the death at Hackney, in 
August 1745, of Timothy's wife Elizabeth Barclay, 
and therefore assume that Timothy had established 
an out-of-town residence there, as his brother was 
known to have done. 22 As in his old age Silvanus 
has been described as living the life of a 'bachelor', 
and Timothy had a substantial household, it was 
inferred that they kept separate establishments. 
For example, one of the several histories of the 
pharmacy says that at the time of their marriage 
Timothy brought his second wife to Hackney 
'where, near brother Silvanus, he by then owned 
a large house', which, the Bevan family historian 
Audrey Gamble speculates, was 'probably one 
of those plain and opulent mansions ... one of 
those sound Georgian villas with plenty of well 
kept flower beds and shrubberies, where solid and 
expensive comfort was joined with the Quaker 
dread of worldly show .. . ' 23 

The evidence of local taxation records, however, is 
that only one Bevan was a ratepayer in the parish 
of St John-at-Hackney at any one time. At all times 
until his death, it was Silvanus. He first appears 
in the parish rate books in 1737, in a substantial 
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property in the heart of the village, 
which by then had lain empty for several 
years. In that year he participated in a 
parish meeting which underwrote the 
expenses of a select vestry, signing the 
memorandum of the outcome in a firm, 
neat hand.24 He continues in the rating 
records until the early 1770s, when he 
is replaced, seamlessly, by Timothy. 25 

Silvanus had, however, died in August 
1765, being buried, as a Quaker would 
be, at Bunhill Fields. (It is not exceptional 
to find a former local taxpayer recorded 
as continuing to pay after decease; and 
Timothy was his brother's principal 
heir.26

) 

So there is no primary evidence that 
before his inheritance in 1765 Timothy 
maintained a home in Hackney separate 
from his brother's. It is on the other hand 

Mare Street in 1745. A detail from John Rocque'.r map. The triple 
arrou;s point eashvards t01vardr Barber's Barn 

very plausible that the childless Silvanus, 
and, during her lifetime, Martha, shared what were 
evidently large premises, in whatever manner was 
found suitable while maintaining the Plough Court 
business, with the brother with whom they must 
have shared the City premises. Indeed, if Timothy 
was a regular presence at Hackney, so will have been 
his second wife - Hannah Springall, nee Gurney 
- and his children by both alliances - Elizabeth 
Barclay's two sons and daughter, and Hannah's son 
Joseph Gurney Bevan. So also a niece, Hannah 
Bevan, who came to stay in Hackney and on her 
death in 1763 bequeathed a 'large chest of drawers', 
a gift from her uncle Silvanus, back to its original 
donor, and the residue of her effects to her uncle 
Timothy.27 

Timothy Bevan continued to pay rates on the same 
house until 1786, the year of his death, aged 82.28 

In his latter years he and Hannah Gurney Bevan, 
who also reached old age in good health, were 
joined in Hackney by his elder sister Susanna, 
another octogenarian, who predeceased him in 
1784. Audrey Gamble's family history says of 
Susanna that she 'in middle age came to live at 

Hackney, near the house of her brother Timothy', 
where 'she occupied herself with good works'. 29 

Again, however, there is no rating evidence that 
she maintained a separate establishment. 

Barber's Barn 
St Thomas' Hospital property records show that 
premises on the east side of Mare Street let in 
1780 on a building lease to Joseph Spackman lay 
immediately to the north of those belonging to a 
Mrs Campbell but 'in possession of Mr Bevan'. 
Spackman built a short terrace there, known first as 
Spackman's Buildings then as Richmond Terrace.30 

It is now 224 to 232 Mare Street, lying just to the 
north of the mid-19th century development of 
Darnley Road; a plot of garden forming part of the 
leased land on its south side became the western 
end of Darnley Road. Taken together with the land 
tax assessments which (for tl1e few relevant years 
for which owners are mentioned) show the house 
ocupied by the Bevans as owned by 'Sah. Campbell', 
these records establish that the Bevan home was 
no Georgian structure, as descendants conjectured, 
but an ancient brick and timber31 mansion known 
as Barber's Barn. This had attracted the interest of 
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house lay vacant until taken by Silvanus 
Bevan around 1737. 

The freehold remained in the Lewis 
family, descending on John Lewis's death 
to his daughters Elizabeth and Susanna. 
It formed part of the property settled 
on Susanna on her marriage to Colonel 
John Campbell in 1761.36 

No. 222 Mare Street, on the site of Barbers Barn. It replaces the 
Loddiges house constructed in the ear!J 19th century. 

The Bevans' use of Barber's Barn ended 
with Timothy, who may well have been 
dismayed by the encroachment of 
Spackman's development to the north 
in 1782. We know little about his tenure, 
however, except for the banal details that 
in 1785 he insured his household goods 
for £350, his books for £150, his plate 
for £50 and china and glass for £50.37 

antiquarians at least from the early 19th century, 
and was by them speculatively dated to c.1590.32 

The house had previous colourful residents. It is 
traditionally remembered for a 17th century lessee, 
Colonel John Okey, who had been one of the 
officiating military commanders at the execution 
of Charles I, and himself suffered torture and 
execution along with fellow-regicides after the 
Restoration.33 Little is known about it between the 
mid-17th century and its purchase and occupation, 
from 1715, by one John Lewis. Lewis, 'citizen 
and grocer', of St Sepulchre's parish (sometimes 
described as 'Captain' Lewis) took it over from a 
widow called Katherine Clark. About this time the 
grounds, including the orchard behind the garden, 
contained about one and a half acres. 34 Lewis leased 
the house, from about 1731 for two or three years, 
to an extremely intriguing character. Gabriel Lopes 
Dias, sometimes also known as Pinheiro, otherwise 
as Pedro Forte, was a Jewish refugee from the 
Inquisition alleged to owe a great deal of money 
to the Portuguese crown, who had fled to London 
in the early 1720s and become embroiled in the 
failure of a City financial concern.35 Following his 
brief tenure, under more than one of his aliases, the 
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Shortly before Hannah died (suddenly, 
the previous year, on a visit to her son at Clapham) 
the elderly couple were described as 'favoured with 
very good health, being free from many infirmities 
which frequently fall to the lot of people less 
advanced in life'.38 

Timothy died in 1786, after three weeks' illness. 

His ailments seemed rather those of a frame worn out by 
age than the result of disease .... although some hours 
before his departure there appeared fits of considerable 
trouble, ye t at last he passed away with great quietness 

with hi s family round him.39 

He was briefly succeeded in occupation of 
Barber's Barn by John Vowell of Leadenhall 
Street, a director of the Humane Society (set up 
to promote life-saving by the then controversial 
method of resuscitation from drowning).40 Vowell 
used the old house until after the death there of his 
daughter, Sophia.41 

In 1792, the widowed Susanna Campbell sold the 
freehold of Barber's Barn to the horticulturalist 
Conrad Loddiges, who after owning other plots 
on either side of Mare Street had established his 
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ultimately famous nursery on contiguous property 
leased from St Thomas' Hospital.42 Barber's Barn 
was eventually demolished to make way for a 
detached house, later no. 222 Mare Street, for the 
Loddiges family's own use. A terrace development 
of 1808, once known as Loddiges Terrace, survives 
to the south, grotesquely altered behind shop 
frontages.43 It is hard to ascertain exactly when 
Barber's Barn went, as the property was absorbed 
into Loddiges' extensive holdings, and it may have 
survived till the 1820s before being replaced by a 
new house for the Loddiges themselves. 

There is one known image of the old house (below), 
in several variants, all traceable to a watercolour of 
uncertain date. Traditionally ascribed to the early 
1790s, this claims to depict 'Dr Worsley's school', 
an establishment of which no record has yet been 
found. 

There is also one description of the house, and 
of Silvanus Bevan its then principal occupant, 
written partly in Welsh and partly in E nglish by a 
Welsh law-reporter and poet, Richard Morris, to 
his brother Lewis in the spring of 17 61. It gives an 
engaging picture of the retired apothecary, who 
( despite the asceticism ascribed to Quakers, and a 
hint of physical infirmity) entertained his dinner 

guest well, with 'good food and drink'. 

Morris was enchanted with the garden, with its 
herbs, flowers, and flowering and fruiting plants, 
and 

the noble statue of the Gladiator, mentioned by PLiny 
to have been found in Britain, and other curious figures. 
An area by the garden with a varie ty o f poultry - mostly 
foreign, two oister shells from India to hold water for 
them, weighing each about 300 pounds! 

Likewise with the house and its 

variety of curious paintings and rich old china, 
and a large library containing books on most 
subj ects; several of the first printed ones in etl1ics, 
Latin fo lios, exactly imitating the written character 

of those days. 

Most of all, he was enchanted with the retired 
apothecary, his scientific and historical curiosity, his 
philological interest in the Welsh language and his 
halting delivery of it, his artistic ability as a wood
carver, his endlessly enquiring mind.44 

Local connections 
It is not known why Silvanus Bevan first chose 
Hackney for his country residence. His second 
wife's family connections supply one tentative 

reason. Martha was a very distant cousin 
of the family of Samuel Heathcote, who 
had acquired the lease of Clapton House 
and resided there for a few years before 
his death in 1708. As well as having a 
remote collateral relationship, however, 
the families had followed different 
religious paths. 

Hackney village was not only known as 
a resort for nonconformists, but was 
then and later home to others who were 
medically or scientifically inclined. Samuel 
Stanton, also an apothecary, was a near 
neighbour at the southern end of Church 
Street, and Thomas Saunders another 

Barber's Barn, an engraving of 1822 from an earlier JPatercolour apothecary in the neighbourhood. Dr 
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A Hackney herborising 

The Society of Apothecaries, from the mid-17th century until the 1830s, held regular excursions which 
they called herborisings (or 'herbarizings'). Each year a 'general herborising ' saw members of the 
Society's governing body and their botanical expert, or 'demonstrator', exploring the botanical riches 
of some chosen part of the London hinterland and bringing choice specimens back for the physic 
garden at Chelsea, gifted to the Society by Sir Hans Sloane. 'Private herborisings', on the second 
Tuesday of each month from April to September, became part of the training of members' apprentices. 
The party would breakfast somewhere on the edge of town, then roam the fields near some satellite 
village - Putney, Hackney, Turnham Green, Tottenham - collecting specimen plants. At the evening's 
refreshments in a local hostelry (the Mermaid at Hackney in September 1790) these would be laid on 
a table and the apprentices challenged to identify them. A prize - a book on botany - was awarded at 
the end of the season to one or more champion plant-namer. The society's governing body sponsored 
the first and last outing of the season, but senior (and presumably affluent) members were expected 
nominally to 'lead' the expedition , or to pay a fine if they declined . In practice, the event was in the 
hands of the society's demonstrator. 

A newspaper cutting at HAD (right), in which the terminology, uniquely, is 'herbalizing', describes part 
of the proceedings at the May excursion of 
1767. The officially appointed 'leader' for this 
jaunt was William Fergusson , a Scotsman. It 
is not clear whether he attended; most likely 
he paid up instead, and the event was run by 
the society, as one of the leading officials, a 
warden , was present. On the excursions in the 
early part of that season some of the young 
men were particularly badly behaved . In August 
several apprentice-masters complained to the 
society of 'irregularity, and indecent behaviour' 
at recent herborisings, and implored it to 
'restore the ancient decorum' of the events , 
to 'secure the reverence and regard which 
should be paid to age and authority in all 
civilised communities '. After this the society 
decided to require a letter of permission from 
apprentice-masters before attendance at the 
event would be allowed , and devised a system 
of reporting back about individual apprentices' 
conduct. But perhaps it was really all a matter 

On Tue!day lalt' the CompaWof2Af£e. 
caries held their Herbalizing t'eaft at Hackney, , 
where Mr. Latli;;m, one cit tne Wardens, e>t
patiated on tbe virtues of innumer:ible plants, I 
ar,d _d_ifrover,:d in fome _of them · many occult j 
qu.ln1es, which by all h1s pre<lecelfors, not ex - 1 
cepting the accurate Malphigi, have been over
boked. Ti·e Lamium Album (commonly called , 
,be \Vh ite Nettl e) he cemonitr;ued to be .pof• I. 
feffed of untri ecl properttes, which might be 1 

extracted by d ,fii!lation, and be extremely ufe-1 
fo l in Pha1macy. He proved that the beft 
rnethud of di fcovetif.lg the getu1s o_f plants, is by 
ru b'r1 ing the tanacemm betwe&:n the fingers, and 

1 
applying them to the noft: for as the fenfe of 
~ine l ling is mcfi: acute-~• fo the herb, &c. will be 

I 
more pa, pabJ y known b}'. this crite~io11 . ·R.n t he 
cauricned ills young pupils from this experiment 

i o.:i the Laa1ium Album~ ·becaufe of its irritating 
, qu ali: y and power of excititudeoflltion. 

of personalities. According to one history of the society, after the resignation of the learned but 
ineffectual demonstrator, William Hudson , decorum returned . 

Sources: H AD H /LD/7 /2 f 31; Society o f Apothecaries, Court Minute Book 1745-67: 26 March 1767, 20 August 
1767, and folio 12; Centleman'.r Magazine 28 February 1789, 119-201; Times 15 September 1790; Wall, Cameron and 
Underwood, History of the 1-Porshipjiil Society of Apothecaries (1963), 90. 
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James Jurin FRS, a leading physician, 
with whom Silvanus corresponded 
about developments in inoculation, 
came to Homerton about 1730, moving 
from the centre of the settlement - in '· 
or near the later Brooksby's Walk - first 
to Clapton, then to a large house near 
the western, 'upper' end of Homerton 
High Street.45 Silvanus Bevan's will was 
witnessed by Christopher Rawlinson 
of Bowling Green House near the 
later Chatham Place, whose heir, Dr 
John Rawlinson, was physician to St 
Thomas' Hospital. Among Silvanus's 
nonconformist acquaintance was the 
watchmaker, scientist and H ackney property
owner John Ellicott, with whom, in 1751, he was 
to propose Clapton landowner Joseph Brooks bank 
as a potentially 'usefull' member of the Royal 
Society.46 

Successors 

At her home with Timothy in the City, Elizabeth 
Barclay Bevan bore successively three sons called 
Silvanus. The last, Silvanus III, and a fourth son, 
Timothy, survived to adulthood and to succeed, in 
1776, to the business at Plough Court.47Timothy 
junior left the business shortly before his early 
death, following which his widow, Amelia, married 
into the Perkins brewing family. Silvanus III did 
not long last in the family business, escaping to join 
an emerging banking enterprise within the Barclay 
and Perkins family network. Barclays Bank is of 
course another story. 

The true heir to the pharmaceutical concern at 
Plough Court emerged as Joseph Gurney Bevan, 
the only child of Timothy's second marriage, to 
Hannah Gurney. He followed his father's path 
as a manufacturer but was not an apothecary. A 
scrupulously pious pacifist and anti-slaving Quaker, 
J. G. Bevan built on the firm's reputation for quality, 
but would not countenance any taint of supplying 
arms or munitions, or of benefiting directly from 
the proceeds of trading in human beings. He has 
appeared to modern commentators to have been 

Church Rmv in 19 3 1 

on the soft side in dealing with business debt, to 
the detriment of the business. 48 He must have been 
a happier man when he had relinquished all the 
dealings of Plough Court to his chosen successor, 
Thomas Mildred, who in short order took into 
partnership, and then sold on to, Bevan's former 
assistant, William Allen, one of Stoke Newington's 
favourite eminent residents. Allen eventually 
carried on the business in alliance with relations of 
his second wife, Charlotte Hanbury. 

J. G. Bevan retired in 1794, at the age of 40, 
apparently in poor health. After an initial period 
at Plough Court he moved to Stoke Newington, 
where he first appears in the land tax for 1797.49 

In Church Row on Church Street, two doors from 
Benjamin D'Israeli, grandfather of the statesman, 
he lived throughout his remaining years with his 
wife, Mary Plumsted. H ere he studied scripture and 
composed and published religious verse, various 
works expounding and defending an authoritative 
view of Quaker doctrine, and a life of the apostle 
Paul. Eventually his library, together with that of 
a Bevan cousin in Tottenham, became the nucleus 
of the important Quaker collection at Woodbrooke 
in Birmingham. His death in 1814, Mary having 
predeceased him, ended the Bevan family's direct 
local connections. 
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Cholera and public 

health in 19th 

century Hackney 

Dick Hunter 

Introduction 
2008 is International Year of Sanitation. The United Nations believes better access to water and sanitation 
would be a catalyst for a huge advance in public health, education and economic growth: a global action 
plan is needed to meet the growing crisis whereby two billion people have no access to sanitation and 
one billion are without access to clean water. Moreover, supply of water is predicted to fall by a third 
over the next twenty years due to climate change and population growth, increasing difficulty in meeting 
Millennium Development Goal Seven which seeks to reduce by half those without sanitation and safe 
water. 1 

London in the 19th century faced similar water security problems as cities such as Mumbai and Lagos 
today, where industrialisation and urbanisation have drawn poor rural migrants into urban slums without 
water and sanitation infrastructure. Dramatic public health advances were achieved in London in a short 
period due to new technologies, availability of finance, and a coalition of doctors, social reformers and 
municipal leaders - buttressed by a more widely enfranchised population - that placed water and sanitation 
at the top of the political agenda. This article examines how Hackney addressed these issues, focusing on 
the impact of cholera epidemics and how these influenced the political process that accelerated access 
to clean water and sanitation. A variety of sources is used including Hackney medical officer of health 
reports, Hackney Poor Law Union Board of Guardian minutes, and government reports. 
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Public health responsibilities 
We live in muck and filth ... we got no privy, no dust bins, 
no drains, no water splies, and no drain or suer in the 
hole place ... we all of us suffer, and numbers are ill, and 
if the cholera comes, Lord help us. 2 

The Privy Council Office acquired responsibility 
for dealing with quarantine during the 18th century, 
consolidated in the Quarantine Act of 1825. This 
led to the Office's sponsorship of early Boards of 
Health. In 1831 a consultative Board of Health 
was established due to fears of a cholera epidemic, 
and charged with preparing regulations to prevent 
spread of the disease. Later that year a Central 
Board of Health was created with local boards of 
health established under the direction of the Central 
Board. In 1832 the Central Board was dissolved, 
and local boards disappeared, as danger passed. 
Public health and sanitation became a concern of 
the Poor Law Board, and local boards of guardians. 
In 1843 a Royal Commission on the Health of 
Towns and Populous Places was appointed, and its 
reports of 1844 and 1845 resulted in the Public 
Health Act of 1848, which established a General 
Board of Health. 3 

Poor sanitation and overcrowding were highlighted 
in Chadwick's report Sanitary Condition of the 

Labouring Population of Great Britain (1842), which 
recommended a national public health authority 
to direct local boards of health to provide clean 
water, drainage, cleansing and paving on the 
rates. However the first Public H ealth Act was 
not passed till 1848, and only applied outside the 
London parishes which were then thought of as 
part of the metropolis. Eventually, prompted by 
a cholera epidemic the previous year, an effective, 
co-ordinating structure - the Metropolitan Board 
of Works - was founded in 1855 for 'the better 
management of the metropolis in respect of 
sewerage and drainage and the paving, cleansing, 
lighting and improvement thereof'. Medical 
Officers of Health (MoHs) became compulsory 
in metropolitan districts such as Hackney, though 
they found themselves dealing with vestries (parish 
councils) dominated by a concern to minimise 
rates.4 
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London grew rapidly in the 19th century. Between 
1831 and 1851 the population increased by over 
700,000 (42.7 per cent) to 2,362,000, 'spawning 
disease as well as pauperism'. In 1831 the capital's 
death rate stood at 25.2 per thousand, compared 
with 22.5 for England as a whole. Wider provision 
of piped water led to growing use of flushing 
water closets, gushing into sewers and the Thames. 
However most private water companies extracted 
their water supply from the river between Chelsea 
and London Bridge. Progress on the Metropolitan 
Board's priority of constructing a sewerage system 
for the capital stalled until parliament passed the 
necessary powers in 1858, prompted by panic in the 
House of Commons due to 'the great stink' from 
the Thames. Windows of the House had to be hung 
with sheets soaked in chloride of lime, and tons of 
lime was dumped daily into the river. The stench 
caused the House to adjourn, and gave impetus to 
the political will required to fund and implement 
the sewerage project with 83 miles of main sewers 
- 1,300 miles of sewers in all - completed by 187 5. 

However, improving the quality of London's 
water supply was more difficult. Whilst sewerage 
schemes infringed few property rights the private 
water companies supplying the capital's water 
were reluctant to accept the theory that cholera 
was water-borne, and slow to introduce filtration 
schemes. Eventually, after decades of resistance, 
they were municipalised in 1902.5 

In Hackney a new administrative vestry was 
installed under the Metropolis Local Management 
Act 1855, and superseded three church vestries for 
all but church purposes. In addition to rector and 
churchwardens it consisted of 119 ves trymen, of 
whom one third were elected annually, representing 
the seven wards of Stamford Hill, Homerton, 
Dalston, D e Beauvoir Town, Hackney, South 
Hackney and West Hackney. 

The vestry chose the Hackney District Board of 
the Metropolitan Board of Works, consisting of 
51 members for eight Hackney wards and five for 
Stoke Newington. T he Board, meeting weekly from 
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1855 at the Town Hall, appointed committees, and 
officers, including a clerk, surveyor, inspector of 
nuisances, and MoH - John W Tripe -who served 
till 1892.6 

Cholera 
Between 1831 and 1866 Britain suffered four 
serious outbreaks of Asiatic cholera, a water
borne disease that originated in the Ganges delta 
and was spread by the effects of disorder (such as 
troop movements during the disruption of war) 
and by following trade routes to Europe. There 
were epidemics in Britain in 1831 -32, 1848-1849, 
1853-1854, and 1865-1866. There were only eight 
deaths from cholera in Hackney in the first of 
these epidemics, an approximate figure as there 
was no compulsory system of registration of 
deaths. Cholera deaths in Hackney in the 1848-49 
epidemic were 229, far fewer than some London 
districts. In 1853-54 there were 218 deaths, and 
189 in the final epidemic in 1865-66. London 
was particularly affected by the second epidemic 
of 1848-1849, with 14,615 cholera deaths. 7 This 
epidemic followed an orbit with the highest 
number of deaths on Tuesday 4 September 1849, 
and raged another four weeks before burning out. 
Visiting the working class district of Bermondsey 
that same month Henry Mayhew wrote: 

We then journeyed on to London Street, down which the 
tidal ditch continues its course. In No. 1 of this street the 
cholera first appeared seventeen years ago, and spread 
up it with fearful virulence; but this year it appeared at 
the opposite end, and ran down it with like severity. As 
we passed along the reeking banks of the sewer the sun 
shone upon a narrow sLip of water. In the bright light it 
appeared the colour of strong green tea, and positively 
looked as soLid as black marble in the shadow - indeed 
it was more like watery mud than muddy water; and yet 
we were assured this was the only water the wretched 
inhabitants had to drink. 

As we gazed in horror at it, we saw drains and sewers 
emptying their filthy contents into it; we saw a whole tier 
of doorless privies in the open road, common to men 
and women, built over it; we heard bucket after bucket 
of filth splash into it, and the limbs of the vagrant boys 
bathing in it seemed by pure force of contrast, white as 
Parian marble. 

In this wretched place we were taken to a house where 
an infant lay dead of the cholera. We asked if they 
really did drink the water? The answer was, "They were 
obliged to drink the ditch, without they could beg or 
thieve a pailful of water." But have you spoken to your 
landlord about having it laid on for you? "Yes, sir and he 
says he will do it, and do it, but we know him better than 
to believe him". 8 

Cholera mortality was ascribed to a number of 
causes: the Thames and the quality of water 
supply; elevation (the belief was, the higher the 
healthier); housing density; and different levels of 
wealth and poverty. An occupational analysis of 
deaths was also conducted to assist understanding 
of the differential impact of the disease. There 
was concern at the impact in institutions including 
lunatic asylums, for example at Hoxton House with 
160 male inmates, and 259 female, there were three 
male deaths and eighteen female. The General 
Board of Health also investigated the impact of 
the disease on London workhouses, and what 
action might ameliorate its effects. In March 1849 
Hackney workhouse had 518 inmates: 149 able
bodied, 196 sick and infirm, and 173 children, with 
a total of ten cholera deaths up till then. The report 
emphasised the need for adequate ventilation on the 
wards, and reported on medically advised changes 
to diet such as substitution of bread and milk for 
gruel at breakfast and supper for the children, and 
changes to the adult diet with cocoa at breakfast, 
and more meat and pudding.9 
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Homerton in 184 7. Victoria Street (later Hohnbrook 
Street) ran u;est from Brooks~s Walk. 

The impact of the 1848-1849 epidemic in Hackney 
varied according to sub-district: 

Table 1 Extract from Report on Mortality of 
Cholera in England 1848-49' 0 

Sub- Population Cholera Diarrhoea 
district deaths deaths 

Stoke 4490 8 2 
NeJvington 

Stamford 5140 13 8 
Hill 

IV'est 11108 23 17 
Hackney 

Hackney 14634 75 48 

South 6889 20 18 
Hackney 

Note: cholera and diarrhoea deaths were combined in the 
figure cited earlier in the article, a figure extracted from a 
report to the Sanitary Committee of the Board of \'vorks for 
Hackney District, 1866. There remains a small discrepancy in 
the figures. Hackney's MoH, Dr Tripe, expressed criticism of 
statistics collected by the Registrar-General. 

South Hackney sub-district included the northern 
part of Victoria Park and the Regent's Canal, 
bounded on the north by part of Hackney Brook 
and Waterloo Terrace, extending from Hackney 
Wick to 'East Haggerstone'. Hackney sub-district, 
the worst affected area, was bounded on the west 
by part of Hackney Brook, Love Lane and Queen's 
Road Dalston, and on the east by the River Lea. 
Victims included a servant and five infants in 'Park 
House, Church Street' 11 between 10 and 15 January 
1849, and nine people in the German Hospital, 
Dalston between 23 May and 18 September 1849. 

On 13 September 1849 the son of a labourer died 
at 20 Victoria Street, at the back of Homerton High 
Street.12 Victoria Street, newly built, comprised 
100 houses each with four small rooms, in many 
of them three to four families, from fifteen to 
twenty people, 'the whole street unhealthy, from 
the overcrowded houses and bad drainage'. Surface 
water accumulated, often flowing into the houses, 
the floors of which are below the surface of the 
street. ... 60 cases of diarrhoea, seven approaching 
cholera, and three deaths occurred in the street. At 
number eleven with very bad drains and a full and 
offensive cesspool, the whole of the inhabitants, 
eleven, were suffering from diarrhoea. 13 
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Concern at drainage quality was also expressed by 
W Baker, a Middlesex coroner, at an inquest into 
four cases at Prospect Place, near Lea Bridge Toll 
House, Upper Clapton: 

... general drainage .. .is in a most impure state and some 
recent attempts to empty cesspools have rendered the 
atmosphere still more foetid and unwholesome ... by 
a little management, and at the most trifling expense, 
the waters of the River Lea ... might be made to pass 
quietly into sewers which are around and below the level 
of the water, and thus the serious effluvia arising from 
them for a time at least overcome, until some general 
system of drainage of a more powerful character can be 
accomplished. 

The Poor Law Union clerk replied that he doubted 
the Board of Guardians had the powers to cover 
sewers, though he subsequently wrote to the owner 
of the property requesting the sewer be arched 
over. 

The Board of Guardians received letters from the 
general public including one from Edward Bond 
(of Stoke Newington) who was concerned the poor 
had been urged to apply to any doctor if they had 
premonitory symptoms, but that this policy had 
lapsed with signs of the disease declining. Public 
notices were needed to restate this policy. Similarly, 
Rev. G. P. Lockwood (of the Rectory, South 
Hackney) believed more assistance was required 
to save lives. The Board procrastinated, awaiting 
attendance of the General Board of Health's Dr 
Gilroy. Meanwhile Hackney's medical officers 
felt overwhelmed by additional work, resulting in 
subsequent resignations by Dr Sheffield and Dr 
Henry Appleton, whose view that some patients 
receiving medical care should pay for it clashed 
with government policy 'to attend all cases without 
need of an order from a Relieving Officer or 
Overseers ... ' 

The epidemic's severity was underlined by a 
deputation to the Guardians by Stoke Newington 
churchwardens and overseers requesting additional 
medical staff and 'more efficient attendance on the 
poor', plus house-visiting by lay people. And there 
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was pressure from the central authority to provide 
space in the workhouse for cholera victims, if 

necessary by moving out inmates. Dr Gilroy urged 
daily Board meetings to monitor the situation, 

pressing for frequent medical inspections in high 
risk areas such as Caroline Street, Clapton, High 
Hill Ferry, and Lea Bridge Place in Dr Welch's 
Clapton district; William Street, Orchard Street, 
Paynes Court, Castle Lane, and Ebenezer Place 
in Dr Robinson's district; and Jerusalem Gardens, 

Morning Lane,John Street and John's Row, Victoria 
Street, Grove Street and Cold Bath Lane in Dr 
Sheffield's district. Silk Mill Row - subject of the 
following case study - George Street, Ada Street, 
Goring Street and Bennetts Court were highlighted 
in Appleton's district. 

Hackney Board acceded to government pressure 
to introduce measures to tackle the crisis more 
effectively. Assistant medical officers were 
appointed along with four medical visitors, initially 

for four weeks, whose duties included supply of 
medicines. Poor patients would be seen without 
an overseer's order (thereby reducing delays in 
treatment), and the names and addresses of the 
officers would be publicised. However Hackney's 
handbill was criticised by the General Board of 
Health's Hector Gavin for failing to warn of the 

need to attend to diarrhoea symptoms, and he 
ordered a further 5,000 copies based on that used 
in Bethnal Green and Shoreditch. He also pointed 
out that medical visitors, who should be retained 
on a weekly basis, had found 336 untreated cases 

of diarrhoea, and 40 approaching cholera. 14 

Silk Mill Row 
Silk Mill Row m South Hackney was built (or 
refronted) in 1820 by Leny Smith of the nearby 
silk factory. In 1849 it comprised 14 dwellings, two 

of which were empty, with 85 people living in the 
other twelve. Dr Gavin noted their privies were 

pulled down in August 1848, and cesspools made, 
as the privies had emptied their contents into the 
mill dam-head: 

The fi.rst cesspool was sunk in the middle of July, within 
one yard of the only well which, with exception of one 
house, supplies all the inhabitants with water. Three 
other cesspools were made at three, fi.ve and twelve 
yards from this well. About a fortnight or three weeks 
after the fi.rst cesspool was made, inhabitants observed 
water had become tainted and offensive until, when I 
saw it, that fresh drawn in the morning was as thick as 
thin soup with feculent matter. T he landlord's agent 
employed himself an hour every morning in pumping 
off the thickened water in order to fit it for consumption 
and use. After his morning work he declared the water 
quite good enough for the inhabitants. Those who 
do not choose to drink and cook with this most foul 

water are compelled to catch the surface water 
which flows along the kennel (gutter) from 
the road and neighbouring fi.eld. The water 
which at other times would be considered foul 
appears pure when compared with that used 
by the unfortunate inhabitants of this place. 

Hacknry Wick in 184 3, shmJJing Silk Mill Rou;, at the north-east end 
of what became Cass/and Road 

Gavin further noted that two of the 85 
residents had a separate spring, and 20 
who used the kennel water were free 
from diarrhoea. Of the other 63, all 
except the landlord's agent and his wife 
(who did not use the water) and two 
others suffered from diarrhoea. The 

medical visitor treated 46, including one 
approaching cholera. In 1866 Dr Tripe, 
Hackney's MoH, reviewed previous 
cholera epidemics and his analysis of 
the 1848-49 Silk Mill Row outbreak 
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illustrates his miasmatic (air-borne) view of the 
disease, and doesn't correspond with Gavin's 
emphasis on polluted water. Tripe referred to lack 
of proper ventilation and 'overcrowding ... a chief 
cause of localisation of the epidemic ... whatever 
interfered with efficient oxidisation of the blood, 

and induces impurity of the blood, predisposes 
towards cholera'. 15 

On 30 March 1851 - a year and a half after the 
epidemic - Silk Mill Row was still occupied; indeed 
two houses each had two families living in them. 
The occupations of those in the Row reflected its 

working class composition with ten (out of 24) 
defining themselves as labourers to the census 
enumerator. There were also three horsehair 
weavers, two laundresses, a plasterer, ropemaker, 

watchmaker, hemp & hair spinner, gardener, 
porter, charwoman, woodchopper - and a former 
handloom weaver. The majority of the household 
heads had been born in other parts of London, 
including Bethnal Green and Clerkenwell. 16 

The 1853-1854 cholera epidemic took a similar 
pattern to that of 1848-1849, public health 
remaining the responsibility of the Board of 
Guardians. This outbreak claimed 6,084 London 
deaths, including 218 in Hackney. When Dr Tripe 
reported shortly after his appointment in 1855, he 
was aware of Dr John Snow's research revealing 
differential mortality rates in London depending on 
whether people were supplied by a water company 
that continued to draw water from a contaminated 
source or not. However, Tripe continued to view 
variations in mortality rates in different sub
districts as due to a range of environmental causes, 
and to poverty ... 'for not only does disease arise 
amongst the poor from insufficient diet, but from 
overcrowding, bad drainage and ventilation, from 
overwork, and the influence exerted on them by 
the peculiarities of their occupations'. 17 

Tripe's 1857 report noted that water supply was 
moderately good, with the majority of houses 
supplied by water companies, the remainder by 
wells some of which might be contaminated 
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by organic matter or chemical compounds. 
Furthermore he regretted that he didn't possess 
powers to require property owners to provide water 
supply in localities that didn't have sewers, a lack 
of authority that reflected the sanctity of property 
rights at that time. He listed places requiring 
sewers, and also named other places he considered 
breeding grounds for disease such as workhouse 
vagrant wards which were small, ill ventilated, and 
underground that should legally 'be provided with 
a fire-place and chimney'. 18 

Hackney's Sanitary Committee swiftly developed 
a strategy to deal with the 1865-1866 epidemic. 
Posters and handbills were distributed, especially 
in poorer areas, and places not usually cleansed by 
the authorities - undedicated roads, courts, alleys, 
urinals - were kept cleaned, washed, disinfected 
and limewashed. Water butts were cleaned, and 
the public encouraged to boil their water. Four 
nuisance sub-inspectors were appointed to ensure 
measures were enforced, and nuisances dealt with 
almost tripled in a year: 

Table 2: Hackney nuisances cleansed July-Nov 1865 and 
July-Nov 1866 

Nuisance 

Privy cesspools emptied, Ii.lied up, 
& connected with sewer 

Cesspools emptied 

Stable, pig, cow-dung, other 
refuse removed 

Premises repaired, limewashed, & 
ventilated 

Gulleys trapped, roads cleansed 

Pigs removed, & pigsties removed 
& repaired 

Drains cleaned, repaired 

Urinals & other offensive places 
cleansed 

Other nuisances 

TOTAL 

1865 

72 

5 

136 

148 

17 

22 

149 

16 

188 

753 

1866 

245 

18 

174 

668 

29 

66 

383 

6 

504 

2093 
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Medical visitors provided immediate nourishment 
and relief, including brandy and Crosse and 
Blackwell's essence of beef. Hackney Cholera Relief 
and Prevention Committee, and the Metropolitan 
Relief Committee, provided assistance to orphans 
and widows. Hackney Association for Improving 
the Condition of the Poor was founded 'to meet 
the attack of cholera'. In 1871 it amalgamated 
with the Central Charity Organisation Society to 
become Hackney COS Committee. Cambridge 
House, Mare Street, was rented for a short period 
for cholera patients, and two families from Silk Mill 
Row found sanctuary there. Subsequently the iron 
house at the workhouse, the German Hospital, 
Dalston, and the cholera hospital, Spitalfields, were 
used for patients. The workhouse supplied the 
fever cab and coffins, and the Old Church Tower 
served as mortuary. 

Tripe highlighted cases brought into Hackney, such 
as a man in Margaret Street who died after being 
taken ill at work in Bow. Water contamination was 
sometimes cited, for example, the case of 'a lady in 
good circumstances at Spring Hill, Upper Clapton, 
who drank water from a well which was close to 
a privy cesspool'. Her water had been filtered but 
not boiled. Many complaints about water supply 
were made to the Sanitary Committee, who 
then corresponded with the water companies, 
in particular the East London Water Company 
with whom agreement was eventually reached for 
provision of constant free water to standpipes 
at King's Head Yard, and Brook Street, Clapton; 
and in Homerton at Margaret Street, Homerton 
Terrace and Church Street. They were also installed 
at Queen's Court, Well Street; Exmouth Place, 
Mare Street; Ada Street, Sheep Lane; Silk Mill Row, 
South Hackney; Ebenezer Place, Shacklewell; and 
on Cock and Castle Lane, Kingsland. 

Water quality at High Hill Ferry was of particular 
concern. There was no outlet for sewage in this 
increasingly populated area, and Hackney's surveyor 
for engineering work drew up plans that were 
submitted to the Metropo]jtan Board of Works for 

approval. 19 
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An engraving represen~·n the_ ana!Jsed co.ntents (including 
grit, dirt and fungus) o a czstern supplzed f:y the East 

London ater Company1 1855 

Understanding the transmission of cholera 
In 1866 the most popular explanation was ' ... bad 
water, bad air, defective drainage, overcrowding, 
dirty and irregular habits'. Miasmatic (air borne) 
conditions, and not unsafe water per se, was 
viewed as the determining factor by the medical 
establishment, including many medical officers of 
health. Thus water companies were able to defend 
themselves despite mounting evidence that they 
had a case to answer. William Farr at the Registrar
General's office told his adviser Frankland that 'it 
is not easy to guarantee the purity of water drawn 
from such a river as the Lea, in dangerous proximity 
to sewers, cuts and canals'. Farr had discovered two 
pumping stations, at Old Ford and at Lea Bridge, 
with two uncovered reservoirs at Old Ford, one of 
which had been drawn upon in 1865 and 1866. The 
East London Water Company (ELWC) was thus 
breaking a requirement of the Metropolitan Water 
Act 1852, which outlawed uncovered reservoirs 
within five miles of St Paul's. 

Further evidence mounted against the company. 
District death rates from cholera were related to 
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a geological map to investigate various hypotheses 
for the 1866 outbreak in the east of London. It 
demonstrated that the only common feature was 
that all victims had drunk water supplied from the 
Old Ford reservoir of the ELWC at Bow, helping 
confirm Snow's disputed theory linking cholera 
to sewage-contaminated water. However, while 
criticism of the water company grew, the deeply 
embedded belief in a broadly miasmatic theory 
(partly due to the less than reliable empirical research 
proving otherwise) continued to be held by the 
medical establishment, including the British Medical 
Journal, and the Lancet, and loosened only slowly 
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over the next 20 years, notably with the discovery 
by Robert Koch of the bacillus for the disease in 
1883, and confirmation of its transmission by a 
faecal-oral route. 

Hackney's MoH still shared this miasmatic 
interpretation. Replying to a circular letter from 
the Registrar-General in September 1866 Dr Tripe 
reported the disease as 'most fatal in houses with 
no back ventilation', and had ordered a small 
opening to be made through staircase walls so as to 
allow a through draught of air, adding that nearly 
all cases were from 'the poorest and dirtiest of 
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A geological map used to investigate various l!J!potheses for the 1866 outbreak in east London. Black dots indicate 
deaths from cholera and choleraic diarrhoea from 27 June to 21 Ju!J 1866. The map demonstrates that the common 
feature JJJas zvater supplied f:y the East London Water Company, its area bounded f:y a dark grry line. This helped 
confirm Dr John Snmv's disputed theory linking cholera to JJJater contaminated f:y seu;age. 
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the population'. He was, for example, very critical 
of sanitary conditions in lodging houses where 
residents were often afraid to complain lest they 
receive a note to quit. Hackney's water supply came 
from two sources, the ELWC and the New River 
Water Company, and Tripe observed that cholera 
had spread in Silk Mill Row - yet again; Ball's 
Buildings, and other places supplied by the ELWC; 
but also in Tingay's Buildings, Matthew Place and 
19 Robinson's Row, supplied by the New River 
company.20 

Table 3 
London: death rates from cholera per 1,000 

population, by district, 1866 

London 

Kensington 

Chelsea 

St George Hanover 
Square 
St Martins in the Fields 

St James \'<festrninster 

Marylebone 

Hampstead 

Pancras 

Islington 

Hackney 

St George in the East 

Mile End Old Town 

St Giles 

Strand 

Holborn 

Clerk en well 

St Luke 

East London 

Note: a11thor's emphasis 

So11rce: Regirtrar General 

18 West London 

4 London City 

4 Shoreditch 

2 Bethnal Green 

5 Whitechapel 

5 Stepney 

3 Poplar 

1 St Saviour 
Southwark 

6 St Olave 
Southwark 

4 Bermondsey 

11 St George 
Southwark 

97 Newington 

64 Lambeth 

10 Wandsworth 

6 Cambe1well 

7 Rotherhithe 

12 Greenwich 

15 Lewisham 

18 

8 

7 

11 

63 

76 

116 

89 

7 

6 

6 

1 

3 

7 

5 

6 

9 

20 

6 

OLD FORD RESERVOIRS OF 

EAST LONDON WATERWORKS. 

The ELWC, reservoirs at Old Ford, surveyed in 1866 

Conclusion 
Cholera was (and is, as recently experienced in 
Angola and Ethiopia) a shocking disease: the 
sudden and surprise nature of its attack, its capacity 
to kill, and speed in doing so. While the fear of the 
disease, and its impact on individual households, 
was immense, the epidemics in London, including 
Hackney, were short-lived. Yet their impact on 
public health reform was substantial. The disease 
concentrated minds, as the historian Roy Porter 
commented. 

The last quarter of the 19th century was a period of 
great advance in public health. From 1870 national 
death rates began to fall consistently decade after 
decade. This included the inner cities, though the 
time required to deal with the accumulation of 
large amounts of overfilled ash pits and cesspools 
meant that it is not till the 1890s that a positive 
relationship 1s found between environmental 
regulation and declining levels of infant mortality. 

A new, powerful London County Council was 
created in 1889 to give the capital strategic 
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direction, improvements and services. Large and 
increasing investments were made to enhance 
the environment, and substantial infrastructure 
projects were aided by municipal authorities gaining 
parliamentary approval to take out long-term loans 
from the London money markets at favourable 
rates. As pointed out by Szreter, this 'postponed 
and therefore distributed more fairly and inter
generationally the up-front costs of massive capital 
improvements' such as London's sewerage system. 
Furthermore, some of these loans were used to buy 
local monopoly services such as water supply and 
run them at moderate profit. 21 It is the experience 
of introducing and applying these administrative 
and financial mechanisms tl1at is now helping to 
inform debate about how best achieve public health 
improvements in some of the poorest countries of 
the world. 
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Harper Twelvetrees: 
industrialist, 
philanthropist, 

-campaigner 

Julia Lafferty 

Beginnings 
Harper Twelvetrees (1823-1881) had a memorable name; in the 1860s it became a household name. He 
came originally from Bedfordshire, where his father, William, was a carpenter-turned-builder. Harper 
is first found, in the 1841 census, at Potton, a 17 year old apprentice living apart from his parents and 
younger siblings, who were still in the family home in Biggleswade. 

He was apprenticed into the printing and book-selling trade, and turned it to his advantage. A classic early 
19th century self-improver, the course of learning he set for himself, on a punishing schedule of early 
morning study, encompassed not only history and literature, but gave him a grasp of science - especially 
chemistry- which he was later to put to sound practical use. 1 But he had some literary and marketing flair 
too, and made the most of it. 

In 1848, from the base of his own printing and bookselling business in Dunstable, he moved to Holborn. 
About this time he put on the market a pamphlet called The Science of Washing. For the price of 2s 6d, 
families could through buying this little work acquire his formula for making a paste from soap, soda and 
quicklime. This, he claimed, would enable the household laundry to be done every week, quickly and at 
minimal cost, rather than on 'the old system of once a month', which he made sound very unpleasant 
indeed. 

It is really strange that we E nglish people, who pride ourselves in our philanthropic movements, should thus have 
overlooked this national burden, oppressing most grievously the female portion of our country ... for whi ch there is no 
more necessity than there is for negro slavery.2 
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side of the Lea at Bromley by Bow, 
just over the river from the Three 
Mills distillery, from 1859.5 Part of 
the site now serves as a car park 
for a Tesco supermarket, with the 
remains of Imperial Street marking 
the spot, and Twelvetrees Crescent, 
an underpass to the south west, 
commemorating its origins. 

A household name 
The new premises were named the 
Imperial Works. 'Imperial' was no 
misnomer. Harper Twelvetrees' 
products were advertised rn 

newspapers and magazines the 
length and breadth of the British 
Isles and throughout the Empire. 
His advertising features were 
written in dramatic language, and 

Manufacturing 
An alternative offered to the reader of The Science 

of Washing was to purchase the preparation ready
made. Though the powder was promoted in 
Harper's sole name, his Holborn premises were 
used not only for the bookselling business but 
as the manufactory of 'Twelvetrees brothers', a 
business which also produced blacking products 
(nature unspecified) and sold laundry materials 
made by other manufacturers. Before long this 
business was moved to premises in Holland Street 
in Southwark. Apart from Harper there was, 
apparently, another brother involved, about 
whom little is known: Alfred Twelvetrees, 

sometimes even in verse. The 
Portad02vn Weekfy Ne1vs of 16 July 1859 carried an 
advertising feature on his products, including the 
colourful announcement similar to that featured 
below. 

who became bankrupt in the mid-1850s.3 

In the later 1850s manufacturing took 
place at Boston, Lincolnshire, where 
John Noble senior and junior, father and 
brother of Harper's second wife Isabella, 
were, successively, booksellers. 4 London 
premises were at Goswell Street, Finsbury. 
Expansion of the washing powder business 
(Harper blamed excessive excise duties for 
hampering its earlier progress) led to his 
taking an 18-year lease of land on the west 

Pryses's Handbook to the Radnorshire and Breconshire 
Mineral Springs of 1859 featured a poem (above 
left) to advertise how Harper Twelvetrees' Penny 
Patent Soap Power put an end to washday toil. 
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Harper was ahead of his time in appreciating the 
value of publicity through street advertisements, 
newspapers, magazines and handbills. Alfred 
Rosling Bennett later recalled that 

one continually encountered on hoardings and walls the 
imposing name of F--Iarper Twelvetrees, generally in very 
large blue letters. This gentleman was a specialist in laundry 
blue - a sort of pre-historic Reckitt - and took care to let the 
world know it. His name would certainly have required an 
inordinately large bushel to hide it, so there was, perhaps, 
some excuse for him.1

' 

So successful was this promotion of Twelvetrees 
products throughout the Empire that an Australian 

popular song of the 1860s, 'On board of the 
Kangaroo', contained the following lines -

Farewell to dreams of married life, to soap, to suds and 

blue; 
To Glenfield starch and Harper Twelvetrees' washing 
powder too. 7 

Philanthropy 
By 1865, product lines included washing and soap 
powder, laundry blue and starch, harness blacking, 
writing and other inks, baking powder, egg and 
custard powders, and various kinds of toilet soap. 
Many Twelvetrees products appear to have been 

designed to support and propagate the passion 
of the time for hygiene, both personal and in 
the household - the same drive for improvement 
which brought the Metropolitan Board of Works's 
major northern sewerage outfall system within 
a short distance of the Imperial Works. From 
specialising in household cleaning materials, the 
factory diversified into making machinery - from 
mousetraps to washing- and wringing-machines, 
for all of which in 1862-3 Harper applied (mostly 

unsuccessfully) for a raft of patents. 8 

At the peak of its success, the works employed 
over 400 people, and their circumstances and 
welfare were a close interest of the works' 

proprietor. Cottages close to the factory were built 
for employees and their families, and the works 
operated a system of sickness insurance funded 

by deductions from wages, as well as a clothing 

club. Leisure time was provided for in the form 
of sports clubs, and also concerts and lectures in a 
large hall within the factory precinct. Admission to 
these was not confined to employees, but open to 
the neighbourhood as well. In 1861 the inaugural 
meeting of the Bromley Literary Association, which 
Twelvetrees fostered on the premises, attracted 
an enormous gathering. Religious services held 
in the hall on Sundays were, similarly, led so as to 
encourage congregations of all denominations and 
none.'J 

As an enlightened employer Harper Twelvetrees 
was ahead of his time. His name deserves to be 
recorded alongside Leverhulme, Rowntree and 
Cadbury as a man of humanity and principle, 
whose efforts to improve working conditions 
made a huge impact upon the lives of the ordinary 
people of east London. This was recognised at the 
time by the editor of the Stratford Times: 
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Instead of dirty, narrow lanes bounded by high walls, 
now there are to be seen neat, commodious, and well-

Harper Tivelvetrees 

built cottages, Aanking tidy roads ..... The old population is 
losing its distinctive traits before a new, fresh, and vigorous 
class that is rapidly settling amongst them, and giving an 
air of busy life and incessant occupation to a place, which 
once wore an empty gloom ... The change produced is 
attributed, to a very large extent, to the inAuence exercised 
by a single individual - and that individual is Mr Harper 

Twelvetrees. 111 

Departure 
Mysteriously, at the height of his success, in 
the spring of 1865 Harper put his lease of the 

Bromley premises up for sale. This apparently 
failed, as in the following autumn he promoted a 

public company, Harper Twelvetrees Ltd, to take 
the business over. 11 The eventual purchaser of the 

site, another company, paid over only a nominal 
part of the purchase price before itself going into 
liquidation, and the imbroglio left Harper with 
considerable debts, possibly arising from personal 
guarantees. 12 He tried unsuccessfully to clear his 
liabilities, working the meanwhile as the manager 
of rice mills in Dublin. After his discharge from 

bankruptcy in 1868, he immediately threw himself 
into establishing a new manufacturing business, 
Harper Twelvetrees & Son, at Cordova Works 
in Cordova Road off Grove Road, Bow, and his 
friends, former customers and members of the 
business community held an event at Radleys 
Hotel, Blackfriars, to celebrate his return to the 
commercial life of the capital. 

The Anderson case 
Harper was a Liberal in politics. In the early 
1860s he tried brie fl y to secure the Parliamentary 
nomination for the Marylebone constituency, 
and had some connections with temperance 

campaigners. 13 Later, opponents poured patrician 
scorn on his political activity, implying it was just 
a cheap way o f advertising washing-powder. 1 ➔ But 
it was his work as an an ti-slavery campaigner, and 
his role in a case which was to hit the headlines 
in Canada, America and Britain, that brought the 
name of Harper Twelvetrees to the forefront of 
public attention. 

The Times of December 25 1860 carried the first 
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report of the case of a fugitive slave named John 
Anderson who, after living quietly in Canada since 
1853, had been apprehended by US bounty hunters 
in Brantford, Western Canada. He stood accused 
of having killed Seneca Diggs, a neighbour of his 
master in Missouri, in the course of a struggle 
to avoid recapture some seven years previously. 
The Fugitive Slave Act passed by the American 
Congress in 1850 had given slave-owners and their 
agents the right to track down and arrest fugitive 
slaves, without due process of law anywhere 
in the country, and Diggs had been attempting 
to recapture John Anderson by force when the 
incident occurred. 

John Anderson escaped to Canada via the network 
of clandestine routes and safe houses known as the 
'underground railroad', a route taken by more than 
10 thousand fugitive slaves during the 1850s. This 
escape route had been established following the 
British Act of 1833 abolishing slavery across the 
Empire. But under the Ashburton Treaty of 1842 

between Britain and the United States, murderers 
could be extradited to face prosecution in their 
home country. The American Government duly 
commenced extradition proceedings against John 
Anderson, who was in the meantime held in a 
Canadian jail. 

Because he had killed a man in the course of his 
escape, there was concern that Canadian officials 
migh t surrender Anderson to the American 
authorities. T he Court of Q ueen's Bench in Toronto 

finally heard the case, and gave judgment that John 
Anderson should be returned to Missouri. Troops 
had to be called out to control the large crowd of 
supporters who had gathered at the Toronto Court 
House to hear the verdict. For them the issue was 
simple. Since the laws of Canada did not recognise 
slavery, how could it be deemed a crime for a man 
to kill in his determination to escape enslavement? 
Should Canada allow the extradition of John 
Anderson, they felt, it would no longer be a safe 
haven for all the fugitives who had escaped there 
from American slavery. 
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The Anderson extradition case became a celebrated 
incident in the transatlantic anti-slavery movement 
and created a storm of controversy across North 
America and in Britain. The anti-slavery Neu; York 

Tribune even suggested that if an attempt was made 
to return John Anderson to America, vigilantes 
would free him at the border, a sentiment with 
which the London Times seemed to concur: 

We suppose that there will be hardly a man in England who 
will not hope for the success even of his forcible rescue if 

things come to that extremity. 

Intense pressure was exerted by the British and 
Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, who organised 
petitioners from across Britain and Canada to 
write to the Duke of Newcastle, Secretary of State 
for War and the Colonies. A letter from Harper 
Twelvetrees to the Duke dated 12 January 1861 
called for 'immediate and decisive action' on behalf 
of Her Majesty's Government to prevent a 'gross 
violation of the laws of God and humanity', urging 
the Duke to issue instructions that Anderson not 
be surrendered to the USA without an order from 
the British Government. '5 

As the extradition case was fought out in the 
Canadian courts, the British and Foreign Anti
Slavery Society took steps to obtain from an English 
judge a writ of habeas corpus, transferring the case 
to the Court of Queen's Bench in London. Before 
the English writ could be carried out, a writ of 
habeas corpus was issued in Canada by a Canadian 
judge, and the case of John Anderson was taken to 
the Canadian Court of Common Pleas. 

On 17 February 1861 John Anderson was finally 
acquitted. But the judges had not decided the case 
on principle, but on a technicality. They found 
that the warrant originally issued in Canada for 
Anderson's arrest had not been properly worded. 
The warrant had not charged John Anderson with 
murder, but with the lesser crime of 'felonious 
homicide' . The law governing extradition did not 
require that any person be surrendered 'for any 
homicide not expressed to be murder'. He was 

released from custody amidst much re101cmg, 
though following eight months' incarceration in a 
Canadian jail. John Anderson decided to sail for 
England. 

The case of John Anderson was to be the last slave 
extradition case to come before the courts. 

The John Anderson Committee was established 
under the chairmanship of Harper Twelvetrees, 
and when Anderson arrived in London, to great 
acclaim, a packed public meeting at Exeter Hall on 
July 2 1861 presented him with a bottle containing 
English soil on which was printed 1ohn Anderson's 
Certificate of Freedom'. 

Harper T welvetrees, using the promotional skills 
that had made him a successful entrepreneur, 
organised a nationwide speaking tour for Anderson 
to raise funds for his cause. Lord Shaftesbury 
declared 

I desire to express the warmest interest in the case of 
John Anderson and will be happy to contribute to any 
fund that may be raised on his behalf. 

John Anderson spoke on platforms across 
London before embarking on a tour of Essex, 
Sussex, Kent, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire and 
Northamptonshire. Harper Twelvetrees enlisted 
the assistance of Congregationalist minister 
James Osborn Spong, father of the well-known 
manufacturer of mincing and grinding machines, in 
holding meetings in his chapel in De Beauvoir Town, 
Hackney. John Anderson also spoke at a meeting 
on 1 August 1861 in Spa Fields Chapel, Finsbury 
to commemorate West Indian emancipation, held 
under the auspices of the London Emancipation 
Committee of which Harper Twelvetrees was a 
leading member. 

On completion of his speaking tour, with financial 
support from Harper Twelvetrees, John Anderson 
spent a year in Corby furthering his education under 
the auspices of the British Training Institution. It 
remained to secure Anderson's future prosperity 
and advancement. A grant of land and free passage 
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A Hackney progress 

The grant of probate for Harper Twelvetrees' will, made on 9 October 1881, reveals that at the 
time of his death he was living at Upper Clapton. This was the last in a succession of Hackney 
homes. When he moved to London about 1849, he set up as a bookseller in Millman Street, in 
Holborn (at what became no. 26). By 1851 he was in Peckham, and from 1859 to 1865 lived 
within the factory precinct at Bromley by Bow. After 1865, his London residences seem to have 
been in Hackney. From 12 Warwick Grove (then called Warwick Road), Upper Clapton, he 
went to South Hackney: first to 9 
Shore Road, then 49 St Thomas's 
(now Ainsworth) Road, then 123 
Victoria Park Road. Some time in 
or after 1878 he moved to his final 
home, 223 Evering Road (right), 
once again in Clapton. This is the 
only one of all these houses which 
still stands. 

His two eldest sons were both 
involved in managing the factory. 
William Harper Twelvetrees, the 
only child of his first marriage, 
was in Brooke Road in 1881. The 
census for that year calls him 
an 'accountant', though he had 
already set out on a career as a 
geologist, in which he achieved 
distinction in Russia and Tasmania. 
Walter Noble Twelvetrees, a 
civil engineer, was in Glenarm 
Road. Amongst other works, he 
became the author of A treatise on 
reinforced concrete. 

Sources i11c!11de TNA census records, Post 
Office Directories; Australian Prospectors 
and Miners Hall of Fame (www. 
mininghall.com.) 

to the Republic of Liberia was obtained for him, 
and in December 1862 John Anderson set sail for 
Liberia on the steamship Armenia to start a new 
life. 

The final chapter 
Meanwhile in the United States, the Civil War had 
begun and as the conflict dragged on it became 

increasingly clear that the Confederacy could 
survive only with British recognition and support. 
It was a matter of concern to the anti-slavery lobby 
that there was a lack of awareness amongst the 
British public about slavery in the southern states 
of America. Harper Twelvetrees was to keep the 
slavery issue before the British public with the 
publication in 1863 of The Story of John Anderson: A 
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Fugitive Slave, based on the transcript of the lengthy 
Canadian extradition hearings, thus influencing 
public opinion against the Confederacy's diplomatic 
efforts to gain formal recognition. 1'' 

Harper Twelvetrees died in November 1881, in 
his 58th year. Having set up his business with a 
combination of philanthr~py and humanity, 
he was able to change radically the social and 
economic conditions in an impoverished part of 
east London, and through his campaigning against 
the pernicious system of slavery that operated in 
the southern states of America, played a key role 
in influencing British public opinion during the 
American Civil War. 

Many would agree with the sentiments expressed 
by Dr Jim Lewis in his book London's Lea Vallry: 
More Secrets Revealed: 

T his man Harper Twelvetrees, through his energy, 
thoughtfulness and morali ty has set an example which 

many of us would find hard to fo llow. 

l'H!> V ilcLA ViASdlNG AND WRINGING MACHIK!l 
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The Villa' model of 1vashing machine (left) 1vas in 
production at the time of Harper TJJJelvetrees' death. In 

1888 it J,JJas endorsed by no less an an authority than 'Mrs 
Beeton 's Household Management'. 

'It is as though we 
start a new life': 
council housing in Shoreditch 
1945-50 

Stefan Muthesius 

A gap in architectural history 
There cannot be many parts of inner London which are as devoid of old buildings as the former borough 
of Shoreditch. Is there an architectural history to be written here? T he part of Shoreditch in question is 
its northern end, and what do we find there other than post-second world war blocks of council flats? 
Hardly worth a glance? 

This article is an attempt to throw some light on the history of these blocks, and more especially on their 
interpretations: the ways in which they were and are evaluated in their own time and subsequently. T his 
leads to a closer look at a seemingly more ambitious block of 1949-50, Fairchild House on the Pitfield 
estate, which one might say marks the end of the first phase of post-war housing in Shoreditch. 

Whether or not one considers it 'architectural history', Shoreditch witnessed an enormous architectural 
change when the war- torn and slum-declared rows upon rows of small houses were razed to the ground 
and replaced by a totally different-looking environment: large detached blocks of flats. T hus the first 
crucial step in understanding the blocks is to conjure up, as a total contrast, the image of precisely those 
little rows, along their narrow streets and cramped back yards. We have since acquired a much softer 
attitude towards the latter kind of house, but in the first half of the 20th century they appeared neglected 
and dirty at the very least. 

There have been during the past 30 or so years quite a number of histories of public housing in this 
country. Most of them have taken a comprehensive view, and treated the national socio-political affiliations 
and implications of the subject. 1 That very comprehensiveness stemmed more or less directly from the 
discourses of the major town planners and state providers themselves. Moreover, these books adhere to 
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the way in which many architects preferred to view 
the story, an interpretation which served them 
well in the first two post-war decades: namely the 
seemingly obvious parallel between architectural 
quality and high socio-political significance and 
usefulness. However, Shoreditch is starkly absent 
from this elevated sphere. There seems no estate 
here that stakes a claim to special fame, not even 
within the London context, and in architectural 
terms virtually nothing has been highlighted, even 
in the specialised architectural press of the day. At 
most, Shoreditch's high output made an anonymous 
contribution to the national statistics. 

Council deliberations 
Clearly what is needed is a change of perspective. A 
view not from above, but rather from the opposite 
direction. In political terms, the study must turn to 
a kind of grass roots level; in terms of architectural 
history the subject may be akin to our study of the 
vernacular of earlier periods. 

At this point, only some preliminary suggestions 
can be given. The principal source is the council 
minutes, especially of course those of the housing 
committee and its various sub-committees, which 
are here as detailed as any historian would wish. 

Most striking is the apparent self-containedness 
of the borough in conducting its building of 
the dwellings, and that in spite of its relatively 
small size - or perhaps because of it? Only very 
occasionally is reference made to national policy 
pronouncements. The same is true of the borough's 
relationship with London as a whole. After all, the 
London County Council (LCC) was also building 
low-cost flats in the borough. When Shoreditch's 
plans had to be examined by that higher authority, 
or when the borough was given advice by the 
architectural department of the LCC, more often 
than not Shoreditch felt itself the underdog. 

Its undertakings were so small, in the first years, 
that even the term 'estate' would have sounded too 
grand. Only when, over the course of some years, 
several blocks had been completed in a group, did 

councillors begin to search for a name for 'the 
estate'. The laying of a foundation stone, or the 
completion of a block of 30 or 40 flats, was often 
a celebrated event. The minutes give us great detail. 
At the foundation stone laying for the Felton Street 
block on the Colville estate, in 1948, we read about 
what kind of sandwiches were offered, and that 
'one of the children of the Sun Babies Nursery' 
presented a bouquet to the mayoress ... '2 

Many deliberations centred on the tenants 
themselves. At least for the new blocks, they were 
most carefully selected. To be allocated a new flat 
was ' ... regarded as a "prize" for a good tenant of 
the council.'3 A more than satisfied new tenant of 
the Stonebridge estate wrote in 1947: 

My husband and I we don't know just how to express our 

thanks to you for the kind consideration shown towards 

us in regards to getting us re-housed. You don't know 

just what it will mean to us. It is as though we start a new 

life, and my children will live under better conditions for 

their lives have not been too bright .. . sharing a cottage 

with someone else is no pleasure. Now that theres hopes 

of me having, after seven long years, a place of my own 
'4 

There is the same kind of detail about every aspect 
of the building process, the constant worries 
about obtaining enough basic materials, followed 
by questions about choosing the right fittings. Hot 
water provision and laundry facilities generated 
never-ending debates. Were all flats of five stories to 
be fitted with lifts? There seemed no clear answer. 5 

Where they were installed, endless problems of 
misuse occurred. 

'Planning' and 'architecture' 
On the other hand, what was conspicuously lacking 
in the deliberations was any consideration of what 
today one would call planning. Very occasionally, 
in the early post- war years, the Forshaw and 
Abercrombie County of London Plan of 1943 was 
mentioned, but it is quite likely that none of the 
councillors, or, for that matter, the officers, would 
have been able to give a clear definition of town 
planning as then understood among professionals. 
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Another term which 
seems to have passed very 
rarely between councillors 
at their meetings was 
'architecture'. It would 
simply have seemed 
inappropriate, considering 
the low status of the block's 
users; and irresponsible 
towards all taxpayers. All 
this manifested itself in 
the ambiguous designation 
of the council officer in 
charge of the designing 
and the building process 
of many of the blocks. By 
training and professional 
affiliation J. L. Sharratt was 
an engineer and surveyor, 
not an architect. For the 
councillors, he always 
figured as 'the borough 
surveyor'. Much the same 
had applied to C. T. • 
Fulcher, his predecessor 
until 1948. 

Architectural historians 
have subjected the 
planning and styles of 
council housing to a 
rigid trajectory towards 
modernity. On this scheme, 
Shoreditch's blocks are 

Fairchild House 

quite modern, certainly 
more so than most of what 

Linale House on the Wenlock Barn estate, 194 9 

the LCC was building up to around 1949, with 
their blocks always linked at an angle. Almost 
all the Shoreditch blocks of flats form a simple 
rectangle, which afforded optimum ligh t and air. 
But Shoreditch did not yet adopt the Zeilenbau just 
being imported from Bauhaus-era Germany: that 
is, an arrangement of blocks in parallel formation, 
completely disregarding the existing street network, 
which many Shoreditch blocks to some extent still 
adhered to. Both the LCC and Shoreditch borough 
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council also still used 'old-fashioned' load-bearing 
construction: only a small number of London 
boroughs, such as St.Pancras and Westminster, 
were, at that time, pushing ahead with new materials 
Some of the resulting Shoreditch architecture is 
crushingly plain and solid-looking, and must have 
looked even starker before the greenery developed. 
At this point one should remind oneself again that 
this was a reaction to what were considered the 
unsavoury small houses of the 19th century. And 
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Fairchild House, south front, 19 50 

yet this did not mean complete uniformity: the 
blocks of the Colville estate, for instance, hardly 

appear imposing, and show a modicum of gentle 
architectural accents around the staircases and 
balconies. 

Fairchild House 
By the late 1940s output 
accelerated, and estates 
became larger and 
sometimes also more 
ambitious architecturally. 
An astonishing block, which 
in many ways departs from 
what has been said so far, is 
the first building on what was 
to be called the Pitfield estate. 
Fairchild House was initially 
called Aske House, because 
the land was purchased from 
Haberdashers' Aske's charity. 
Within this townscape 
Fairchild House stands out 
in its bulk, though in terms 

of orthodox Modernism 
it is quite distinct from 
the high, sheer slab 
block. At the same time, 
the borough surveyor 
began to stress that he 
was also the borough's 
architect, and occasionally 
addressed issues dubbed 
'architectural', especially 
when he proposed higher 
buildings (that is, six
or seven-storey blocks) 
where he felt the estates 
needed them for purely 
visual reasons. 6 

But Fairchild House 
also stands out because 

of its lavishly detailed architectural treatment, 
especially on the northern elevation. We are 
presented with a particularly elaborate version of 
the deck, or balcony, access model. This method 
of planning was universal in public housing, but 
was particularly strongly-developed in England, 
presenting an astonishing variety of solutions. It 

Fairchild House, north front, 200 7 
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Art Deco-Moderne. Erich 
Mendelsohn, working m 
Berlin from 1920 onwards, 
and than in Britain during 
the mid-1930s, preferred 
curved corners rather than 
angular ones, and applied 
curved horizontal bands 
whenever he could. The 
most spectacular examples 
of housing with curved 
contours can be found in Tel 
Aviv- now a World Heritage 
site. What is significant is 
that the block uses the theme Fairchild House from the north 1vest, 200 7 

of curves found on the more 
elegant inter-war private blocks of flats, but adapts 
it to features typical of a 'working class' block. 

often entailed a quite anti-International Modern 
contrast between front and back (here we take 
again as a benchmark the Gropius and Mies van 
der Rohe kind of Bauhaus-era inter-war Zeilenbau 
slab block) . In the case of Fairchild House there 
is an almost genteel south fac;:ade, overlooking an 
extensive sunny lawn and mature trees - almost 
a park; whereas the entrance front, facing north, 
appears almost forbiddingly wide open to the 
public street. Yet this side also represents the more 
complexly 'designed' part of the block. 

Whatis particularlyunusualaboutthe balcony access 
here is the way in which, at the point where the 
staircases give out to the balcony, a brick and glass 
screen is added to the balustrade of the balcony, 
helping to protect the stairs from the weather while 
at the same time accommodating the refuse chute. 
The architectural 'game' of the access deck was, 
indeed, one of oscillating between opening out and 
closing in. These end-of-staircase features, as well 
as the ends of the access balconies in the middle of 
the block, provide the opportunity for a most lavish 
display of curves. The quieter garden front is also 
characterised by tiers of smaller curved edges, here 
around the ends of the small sun balconies and 
the curved bays of the living rooms. If Fairchild 
House were a building dating from the inter-war 
period it would count among the more spectacular 
British examples of the 'Mendelsohn curve' of 
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T hese extravaganzas notwithstanding, the 
story of this block brings us back to the earlier 
characterisation of the council's procedures. 

Balcof!Y access, Fairchild House, 200 7 
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' There is much factual detail to be discovered, but 
for a remark about, let alone an evaluation of, its 
architecture one searches in vain. Fairchild House ) 

remains as 'anonymous' as all the other blocks 
in Shoreditch. Did anybody actually notice its 
outstanding features at the time? 

There were further reasons for this anonymity, 
and they lay outside the borough. Precisely during 
those years, in 1949-50, the LCC's architect's 
department newly asserted its primacy over those 
of its housing manager and its valuer. Public 
housing was to demonstrate a kind of design that 
demanded, and merited, the utmost attention of 
the architect and the town planner, one may even 
say the efforts of the art-architect as distinct from 
those of the surveyor or the engineer-architect. It 
included a new sense of 'sociological' planning, 
and adopted the most up-to-date versions of 
Modernism - which had, by 1950, already left 
behind the Art D eco brick and cement curves of 
the 1930s. Spearheaded by J. M. Richards at the 
Architectural Revie1JJ, all this created a deep division 
between Modernist architects' showpieces and the 
'borough architect's' 'boxes'. 7 

From thi s point on, a series of spectacularly 
Modernist council estates enters the history 
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An interior in Fairchild House 

books, some of them widely 
known today. The rest were 
mercilessly downvalued. 
However, for Fairchild 
H ouse this does not actually 
mark the end of the story. 
The sobriety and probity 
of council procedures was 
occasionally punctuated by 
a public celebration of the 
completion of what was 
considered a major project. 
It was furthermore a time in 
which the new British welfare 
state began to celebrate itself, 
with the Festival of Britain 
and its subsidiary show of 
new public housing in East 

London. Shoreditch did now catch some attention, 
namely with its figures: the borough came top, in 
London, in its proportion, per head of population, 
of public housing. Fairchild House was the 
borough's largest block to date. 

Council blocks of that period occasionally carry a 
plaque which tells of the laying of the foundation 
stone, or the building's completion, citing the 

names o f important council members and officers 
involved. It is at this point that Fairchild House, the 
first block on the Pitfield estate, was brought to the 
notice of the wider public. For once, Shoreditch 
aimed at the highest level. It invited Aneurin ('Nye') 
Bevan Minister of Health and one of Labour's ) 

most popular figureheads, to 'open' the building. 
The Committee resolved 'that the town clerk be 
instructed to word the invitation to the minister 
with reference to the record of this council'8 -

while charging his very ministry with the costs of 
the complex event - in this case a princely £100 
(but 'no more') .9 Bevan, in turn, praised the flats as 
'a tribute to an intelligent borough'. 10 

With Bevan we enter a new chapter in the provision 
of public housing. During those years the term 
'working class housing' was officially phased out. 11 

Public housing was now meant to serve the whole 
population. There were calls for a large increase 
in output. Paradoxically this led to a reduction in 
standards, for instance to a lowering of ceiling 
heights from 8 feet 6 inches to 8 feet (2.59 to 2.44 
m) in some blocks. It certainly meant streamlining 
of the planning and building processes throughout, 
and greater 'interference' from central authorities. 
It quite likely meant a less parochial, and perhaps, 
also, a less personal regime in Shoreditch. However, 
such judgments must be reserved for the next 
chapter in the history of Shoreditch architecture. 

Notes 
1. E .g. N. Bullock, Building the post-11;ar 1vorld: modern architecture 
a11d the reco11s!r11ction of Britain (2002); M. Glendinning and 
S. Muthesius, To1JJer block: modern public housing in E11glanrl, 
ScotlaJJd Wales and N orthem Ireland (1994); A. Ravetz, Council 
ho11si11g and mlture: the hfrto1y of a social expe1ime11t (2001 ); cf. 
P. Foynes, 'The ri se of the high-rise: housing in post-war 
Hackney,' HackJJey J-listory 1 (1995), 29-35. 
2. HAD S/ H (Shoreditch Borough Council housing 
committee minutes, hereafter SHCM), 11 March 1948. 
3. SHCM 20 D ecember 1946. 
4. SHCM, tenant sub-committee, 8 May 1947. 
5. SHCM, 11 March 1948. 
6. Sf-ICM 16 June 1949. 
7. J. M. Richards, 'The nex t step ... ',Architecl!1ral Revie111 
March 1950, 170-178. 
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Frame Type M 

1b80 
520 530 520 

Lounge 
3 Segnents 

(Concrete Repairs Necessary) 

530 

One type of the plastic replacement JJJindoUJs JJJhich 
Hackn~y Council proposes to install in Fairchild House in 

2008 

8. SHCM 29 June 1950. Fortuitously, Shoreditch housing 
was publicised in an o therwise obscure series, Surveys (Ideal 
Press Technical Group) 1, no. 4, May 1951, 5-26. Some of 
the blocks illustrated are wrongly identified. 
9. Sf-ICM 14 September 1950. 
10. F-fackney Gazette 22, 25, 27 September 1950. 
11. The Housing Act 1949 'removed from loca l authorities 
the obligation to provide houses for the "working classes" 
only': M. E . H. Smith, Guide to H o11si11g (London Housing 
Centre Trust, 1971 ), 51. 
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